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INTRODUCTION
According to a recent Gallup poll (a sample of 1500 people), 95% of all Americans believe insome god, 66% in a god to which they are personally accountable. 46% believe the Bible to be theinspired Word of God, and 37% believe it should be interpreted literally, that the events depicted init actually happened (or will happen) exactly as described.Is there any basis for these beliefs? Are they based on evidence and reason, or on emotionand ignorance? The results of studies done between 1927 and 1982 seem to imply that the latter isthe case, as all but four of forty-three studies analyzed found that intelligence varies inversely withdegree of religious faith. These studies were composed of: (a) sixteen studies of the correlation

between individual measures of student intelligence and religiosity (all but three showed an inverse
correlation), (b) five studies reporting that student bodies with high average IQ and/or SAT scoresare much less religious than inferior student bodies, (c) two studies reporting that geniuses (Q150+) are much less religious than the general public (IQ 100), (d) one study which did not findNational Merit Scholars to be less religious than average, (e) seven studies showing that highlysuccessful persons are much less religious than average, and (f) twelve Gallup polls showing thatcollege alumni are much less religious than grade-school students [Beckwith 86, p. 52J-Such studies are, of course, subject to interpretation and may have been flawed. To trulyanswer the question one must examine claims about God and the Bible. This pamphlet is anattempt to analyze the claims of Christianity and theism in general.

Comments, corrections, and suggestions are welcomed and should be sent to the author at
the address on the title page.

Acknowledgements: Thanks to Dr. Robert Dietz, Ken Feinstein, Joe Flower, and RonHarvey for your comments and constructive criticism.

Jim Lippard
15 September 1986
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THE CLAIMS OF FUNDAMENTALISM
I'he fundamentalists are a group of Christians that has experienced a great deal of growth within thelast few years under the influence of television evangelists such as Marion G. "Pat" Robertson,Jimmy Swaggart, Oral Roberts, and Jerry Falwell. The fundamentalists have also retained controlover the Southern Baptist Convention.The primary tenet of fundamentalist belief is that the entire Bible is the inerrant, literal Wordof God--that events described within it such as the creation, flood, life of Jesus, crucifixion, andresurrection are all literally true. Along with this is a belief that the United States was founded as aChristian nation o n Christian principles, and that it has experienced moral decay and needs to be

school prayer and teaching of creationism.

Separation o f C h u r c h a n d StateA major obstacle to this effort is the United States Constitution. The Establishment Clause of theFirst Amendment states that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." Article Six of the Constitution says, in part: "no religioustest shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United States."The fundamentalists either claim that "separation of church and state" is an entirely fictionaldoctrine, or that it was intended only to keep government out of religion and not vice-versa. This iscontradicted, however, by the writings of the founding fathers.The letter "Ratification of the Constitution, by the Convention of the State of Rhode-Islandand Providence Plantations", signed by Daniel Own, president of the Rhode Island delegation, onMay 29, 1790, says as its fourth point: "That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator,and the manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, and not by forceor violence, and therefore all men have an equal, natural and unalienable right to the free exercise ofreligion, according to the dictates of conscience, and that no particular religious sect or societyought to be favoured, or established by law in preference to others."Thomas Jefferson wrote in a letter to the Danbury Baptist Association in 1802: "Icontemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole American people...building a wall ofseparation between church and state." (This interpretation was repeated in two Supreme Courtdecisions, Everson v. Board of Education (1947) and McCollum v. Board of Education (1948).The former of these went so far as to say "Neither a state nor the Federal Government can, openlyor secretly, participate in the affairs of any religious organizations or groups and vice versa.")
In 1832, James Madison wrote in a letter to Reverend Jasper Adams: "I must admit moreoverthat it may not be easy, in every possible case, to trace the line of separation between the rights ofreligion and the civil authority with such distinctness as to avoid collisions and doubts onunessential points. The tendency to a usurpation on one side or the other, or to a corruptingcoalition or alliance between them, will be best guarded against by an entire abstinence of theCode, and protecting eare gain way as on yet, ba right oles seen o, pulic[Wiseman 86, p. 7]Contrast these quotes with the following: Danuta Soderman of Pat Robertson's "700 Club"television show: "There is no tradition of separation of church and state in this country. The wholeidea of separation of church and state comes from the Soviet Constitution. Why would anyonewant to tout communism as an ideal in this country? We are a Christian country, founded byChristians, not Muslims or anyone else, and it's time we acted like it." Jerry Falwell, in theSeptember 1985 issue of Moral Majority Report: "So away with the ill-informed, anti-American,anti-Christ activists who tell us that the First Amendment was born of secular seed, designed toinsure a secular America. They have twisted and perverted our precious Christian FirstAmendment heritage enough."
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T h e United Sta tes : A Christ ian Nation?What about the claim that the United States is a Christian nation, founded on Christian principles?Again, a look at the writings of the founding fathers shows that this is not the case.Thomas Jefferson wrote to Peter Carr, his nephew, in 1785: "Question with boldness eventhe xist or bin a faith, because i ee To, he dam in 152o we the hom to day sincoin withe aised generation af leous, by sheratien of Ming va, in the oran the tupie of(Seldes 85, p. 208]
James Madison wrote in the "Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments"(1785): "During almost fifteen centuries the legal establishment known as Christianity has been ontrial, and what have been the fruits, more or less, in all places? These are the fruits: pride,indolence, ignorance and arrogance in the clergy. Ignorance, arrogance and servility in the laity,and in both the clergy and laity, superstition, bigotry and persecution." [Seldes 85, p. 261]John Adams wrote: "The divinity of Jesus is made a convenient cover for absurdity.Nowhere in the Gospels do we find a precept for Creeds, Confessions, Oaths, Doctrines andwhole carloads of other foolish trumpery that we find Christianity encumbered with." [Cardiff 72,p. 101, [Edelen 85, p. 8] In a letter to Jefferson in 1816, he wrote: "This would be the best of allpossible worlds if there were no religion in it." [Cardiff 72, p. 10], [Seldes 85, p. 6]Thomas Paine wrote in his Age of Reason (Part I): "Whenever we read the obscene stories,the voluptuous debaucheries, the cruel and torturous executions, the unrelenting vindictiveness,with which more than half the Bible is filled, it would be more consistent that we called it the wordof a demon, than the word of God. It is a history of wickedness, that has served to corrupt andbrutalize mankind; and, for my part, I sincerely detest it, as I detest everything that is cruel." [Paine1795, pp. 18-19]
Article Eleven of the 1797 Treaty of Tripoli (9 Stat. 154, Treaty Series 358), as approved bythe Senate on June 7, 1797 and ratified by President John Adams on June 10, 1797 and in forceuntil superseded by a new treaty on April 17, 1806, reads: "As the government of the United States

never have entered into any war or act of hostility against any Mahametan nation; it is declared bythe parties that no pretext arising from religious opinions shall ever produce an interruption of theharmony existing between the two countries." [Edelen 85, p. 8]

Biblical Errancy
Finally, what about fundamentalism's primary tenet, biblical inerrancy? The Bible never makes thisclaim for itself, though 2 Timothy 3:16 claims that all "All Scripture is inspired by God". It's notzert in, ention the lette as oh a tament on one sript assembled until much larer.furthe Josh McDowell implies that Giod would have prevented anyone from modifying the Bibin,citing the fact that "John even pronounced an anathema upon all who would add to or subtract fromthe 'words of the prophecy of this book' (Revelation 22:18, 19)", but fails to note that "this book"refers solely to the Book of Revelation [McDowell 81b, p. 23]. The Bible as a whole was notassembled until about 200 years later.

The New Testament CanonHow were the books of the New Testament, and the Bible as a whole, put together? According toJosh McDowell [McDowell 72, pp. 33-34], the following criteria were used to determine if a bookwas canonical:

1. Is it authoritative--did it come from the hand of God?2. Is it prophetic-was it written by a man of God?
3. Is it authentic?
4. Is it dynamic- did it come with the life-transforming power of God?5. Was it received, collected, read and used--was it accepted by the people of God?
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This list illustrates that canonicity is not primarily a measurement of a work's historical accuracy,but rather its conformity to accepted dogma. Yet even with this list, the canonical set of biblicalbooks is full of errors and discrepancies. A few additional items should have been added to thelist, such as "Is it internally consistent?" and "Does it contradict known facts?"McDowell repeatedly makes reference in his books to the painstaking efforts made intranscribing copies of New Testament scripture. The rules he describes for copying, however,applied to Jewish scribes, and the majority of Christians were gentiles before much of the NewTestament had even been written. There are over 200,000 variations in extant New Testamentmanuscripts.
Accurate copying is also irrelevant to the fact that there were established doctrines aboutJesus developed early in the first century to which the New Testament writers conformed. Thosewho did not conform (there were plenty of heretical writings by the time the New Testament canonwas assembled) were suppressed as soon as the orthodox church had the power to do so.

Problems i n t h e O l d Testament

Authorship of the Pentateuch
The first five books of the Bible are traditionally attributed to Moses. This theory has some seriousproblems, and most biblical scholars do not accept it. Genesis 14:14 and Deuteronomy 34:1mention the city of Dan, which did not exist until long after the death of Moses. It was originallycalled Laish and did not become Dan until the time of the Judges (see Judges 18:27-29) [Paine1795, pp. 85-871.

Genesis 23:2 mentions that the city of Kiriath-arba is also known as Hebron. The nameH e b r o n w a s n o t g i v e n to tha t c i ty until the t ime o f J o s h u a ( see J o s h u a 14:13-15) .king reigned over the so of these the erse was reious when die Israel badge any.Verses 31-43 are almost identical to 1 Chronicles 1:43-54; both probably came from the same
Exodus 16:35 says "And the sons of Israel ate the manna forty years, until they came to aninhabited land; they ate the manna until they came to the border of the land of Canaan." Joshua5:12 indicates that the manna did not cease until after Moses was dead and gone.Numbers 12:3 says "Now the man Moses was very humble, more than any man who was onthe face of the earth." If Moses wrote that, he was being rather hypocnitical.Deuteronomy 3:11 mentions an iron bedstead belonging to Og which was in the city ofRabbah of the sons of Ammon. The Hebrews did not arrive in Rabbah until the time of David (2Samuel 12:26).

as they site die: Easons or endy ning rie sa by the ameronomy bays exodus andedobservation of the sabbath for remembrance of the slavery in Egypt, while Exodus says it isbecause God created the universe in six days and rested on the seventh.Moses dies in Deuteronomy 34:5, which seems to indicate that he didn't write that chapter.Verse 10 says "since then no prophet has risen in Israel like Moses", which implies some time hadpassed between Moses' death and the time of writing.

Creation
There are two accounts of Creation in the book of Genesis. The first is 1:1-2:3, the second from2:4 to 2:25. In the first account, we have plants created on the third day (1:11-13), sea animals andbirds on the fifth day (1:20-23), and man and woman on the sixth day (1:26-31). In the secondaccount, on the other hand, man is created before there was any plant or animal life (man is createdin verse 7, the garden in verse 8, animals in verse 19). An attempt to correct the inconsistentanimals' creation date is given in [McDowell 81a, p. 138], in which it is stated that "In Genesis2:19, there is no explicit warrant in the text for assuming that the creation of animals here happenedimmediately before their naming (i.e., after man's creation)". Yet Genesis 2:19 reads: "And out ofthe ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the sky, and broughtthem to the man to see what he would call them: and whatever the m a n cal led a living creature, that
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was its name." It is difficult to see how the claim in McDowell can be seriously made.
Another problem with the Creation account is that the six days cannot be literal days, as there wasno sun or separation between night and day until the fourth day (1:14-19).

Tending the Garden
Why would a perfect garden require tending and cultivation (Genesis 3:15)?

Death of Adam
In Genesis 2:17, God says that if Adam or Eve eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,he or she would die that day. Although Adam and Eve both ate the fruit in Genesis 3:6, Genesis5:5 says that Adam did not die until he was 930 years old.

Problems of Creationism
The Creation Research Society requires all of its members to subscribe to the following beliefs:

1. The Bible is the written Word of God, and because we believe it to be inspired thruout, all ofits assertions are historically and scientifically true in all of the original autographs. To thestudent of nature, this means that the account of origins in Genesis is a factual presentation ofs i m p l e h is tor ica l truths.
2. All basic types of living things, including man, were made by direct creative acts of Godduring Creation Week as described in Genesis. Whatever biological changes have occurredsince Creation have accomplished only changes within the original created kinds.3. The great Flood described in Genesis, commonly referred to as the Noachian Deluge, was anhistorical event, worldwide in its extent and effect.4. Finally, we are an organization of Christian men of science, who accept Jesus Christ as ourLord and Savior. The account of the special creation of Adam and Eve as one man and onewoman, and their subsequent Fall into sin, is the basis for our belief in the necessity of aSavior for all mankind. Therefore, salvation can come only thru accepting Jesus Christ asour Savior.

If the Genesis account of creation is complete, there are a few problems. First of all, whom didCain marry? If God did not create further humans, then he effectively required sin. If he did createfurther humans, there is no reason for them to have been guilty of the Original Sin--they were notdescendants of the guilty Adam and Eve.
If God did not create further humans, where did the multiple races of man come from? Theabove point #2 allows for "changes within the original created kinds", but multiple races arecertainly significant changes and demonstrate some form of evolution.If God did create further humans, then obviously the events of "Creation Week" are not thewhole of all creation. This again requires abandoning the Genesis account as a complete summaryof all creation.
An excellent refutation of creation pseudoscience may be found in zoologist ChrisMcGowan's In the Beginning...A Scientist Shows Why the Creationists Are Wrong (1984,Prometheus Books).

Fate of Cain
In Genesis 4:12, God tells Cain he will be a vagrant and a wanderer. Genesis 4:16-17 says thatCain settled down and founded a city.

The Flood
Aside from the fact that the flood account is almost exactly identical to the flood in the SumerianEpic of GilgameshEnaps Gim, mere is which er protes the Gee i 2 0 go commands Noato take two o
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every kind of animal and bird aboard the Ark. In Genesis 7:2-3, however, God apparently changeshis mind and tells Noah to take seven of each clean animal, two of each unclean animal, and sevenof each bird. In 7:14-15, two of each kind of animal go into the Ark. Genesis 7:1-5 was probablyinserted to avoid the problem caused by Genesis 8:20 where Noah sacrifices one of each cleananimal after the Ark lands (note how the account reads more smoothly if you go directly fromGenesis 6:22 to Genesis 7:6) [Cobb 86, p. 61.There are approximately 1.12 million species of animals and .5 million species of plants onthe planet, which would have had to have fit into the approximately 56,000 cubic meters of volumeaboard the Ark (this is without taking into consideration the amount of space taken up by decks).Food and fresh water would also have to be stored, and salt water creatures would have to be keptin special storage tanks [McGowan 84, pp. 55-57).A common creationist explanation for where the flood waters came from is the "vaporcanopy" theory, originally proposed by turn-of-the-century Quaker Isaac Newton Vail. This theorystates that the earth was surrounded by a canopy o f water vapor before the flood. Unfortunately,there are no reasonable conditions under which such a canopy would be stable, the condensation ofsuch a canopy would release as much energy in heat as the earth receives from the sun in two orthree centuries, and the pressure at the base of such an atmosphere would be fatal to virtually allforms of life [Schadewald 83, p. 28].

Ages of the Patriarchs
In Genesis 17:1-17, Abraham doesn't believe God when he is told that his wife will bear a son,since she is 90 years old and he is 99. Yet he shouldn't have been at all surprised, since Seth begatEnosh at age 105 (Genesis 5:6), Methuselah was 187 when Lamech was born (Genesis 5:25), andLamech begat Noah at age 182 (Genesis 5:28-29) [Cobb 86, p. 6]According ring to leir 2 . Haran aste his That destro Acor ding to rans 2th,Abram was 75 years old when he left Haran. This means his father was no older than 145 when heBut Genesis 11:32 says that Terah died at age 205, which would have made Abram 135when he left Haran.

Abraham's Wives and Children
According to Genesis 25:1, Abraham took Keturah as a wife. According to 1 Chronicles 1:32,Keturah w a s only a concubine. According to Genesis 22:2 and Hebrews 11:17, Isaac wasAbraham's only begotten son. According to Genesis 16:16 and Galatians 4:22, Abraham also hada son Ishmael.

God's Broken Promise
In Genesis 17:8, God promises Abraham all of the land of Canaan as an everlasting possession.According to Acts 7:5 and Hebrews 11:9-13, Abraham got nothing he was promised, even thoughhe lived his life faithful to God.

Joseph Sold
According to Genesis 37:36, Joseph was sold to Potiphar by the Midianites. According to Genesis39:1, he was sold to Potiphar by the Ishmaelites.

The Exodus

28), the Egyptians chase after the Hebrews with chariots and horsemen.

The 10 Commandments
The story of the 10 Commandments being given to Moses is another story that is not original with
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the Bible, nor are the Commandments themselves original. The Babylonian Code of Hammurabi,which predates the Torah, says that the king received the Law from the god Shamash just as Mosesreceived the Commandments from Yahweh. The Egyptian Book of the Dead's "NegativeConfessions" are dated to the earliest dynastic period (circa 2700 B.C.E.), while the Torah iscommonly dated at 450 B.C.E., though it may have existed in oral form as early as 1000 B.C.B.and some Christians put it between 1450 and 1410 B.C.E. It says, in part: "Hail to thee, greatGod, lord of right and truth...I have not plundered God...I have never cursed God...I have notcommitted murder...I have not committed adultery...I have not stolen...I have told no lies...I have
The Commandments themselves have a problem. God says in Exodus 20:3-5 that theIsraelites are to have no other gods before him and that he is a jealous god. Jealous of whom?Other gods? The answer to this is yes, other gods, for the early Hebrews were polytheists. Thiscan be seen throughout the Old Testament, where the word "Elohim" (gods) is repeatedly usedrather than "El" (god). The number is translated correctly in Genesis 1:26, which says "Let us(emphasis added).G o d a l s o says in E x o d u s 2 0 : 5 tha t he will p u n i s h the c h i l d r e n o f v io la to r s o f thisCommandment down to the fourth generation (also see Leviticus 26:22, Numbers 14:18 (aD e u t e r o n o m y   2 4 : 1 6 ,   2   K i n g s   1 4 6 ,   2   C h r o n t e l e s   2 5 : 4 ,   S e r e m i a h   3 1 . 2 9 - 3 0 ,   a n d   E x e t i e   1 8 : 4 ,beeran 242118:19-20, 33:20, and Romans 2:5-6 which say that only the guilty party is punished for sin, not thechildren. But the fundamentalist belief that man is inherently evil is based on Adam and Eve's sinaffecting all of humanity, even those who are otherwise without sin (Romans 5:12-19, 1Corinthians 15:22).

All Have Sinned?
According to 1 Kings 8:46, 2 Chronicles 6:36, Proverbs 20:9, Ecclesiastes 7:20, Mark 10:18,Romans 3:10, 3:12, 3:23, Galatians 3:22, 1 John 1:8 and 1:10, all have sinned. According toGenesis 6:29 and 7:1, Noah was righteous and blameless. According to Job 1:1, 1:8, and 2:3, Jobwas blameless and upright. According to Luke 1:5-6, Zacharias and Elizabeth were righteous andblamelessly followed all the commandments.

God Commands Violation of a Commandment
Exodus 20:4 and Deuteronomy 5:8 prohibit the making of "any likeness of what is in heavenabove". In Exodus 25:18, God commands Moses to make cherubim of gold.

Seeing God
Exodus 24:9-10, 33:21-23, Numbers 14:14, Job 42:5, Psalms 63:2, Isaiah 6:1, 6:5, Amos 7:7-8,9:1, and John 14:9 describe people seeing God. John 1:18 and 1 John 4:12 say that "No man hasseen God at any time".

God's Face
In Exodus 33:20, God says "You cannot see My face, for no man can see Me and live!" Exodus33:11 says "Thus the Lord used to speak to Moses face to face, just as a man speaks to his friend."(Also see Genesis 32:30, Deuteronomy 5:4, 34:10, and Ezekiel 20:35.)

Aaron's Death
According to Numbers 33:37-39, Aaron died and was buried on Mount Hor. According toDeuteronomy 10:6, Aaron died in Moserah.

Michal's Children
2 Samuel 6:23 says that Michal, the daughter of Saul, died childless. 2 Samuel 21:8 says thatMichal had five sons. (The New American Standard translation changes "Michal" to "Merab" in
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the late vers, a"cripstay" bashd on the assumption that Michal raised Merab's children. Nearly
Authorship of Joshua
The book of Joshua is traditionally attributed to Moses' successor, Joshua. As with thePentateuch, this tradition is not generally accepted by biblical scholars. The style of Joshua issimilar to that of Judges.

Joshua 6:27 says "so the Lord was with Joshua, and his fame was in all the land." If Joshuawrote this, he must have had a considerable ego.Joshua 8:28-29 and 15:63 both use the phrase "until this day"; 10:27 says "to this very day";and 10:14 says "there was no day like that before it or after it"; all of which imply that the passageswere written some considerable time after the events described.Joshua dies in Joshua 24:31, which indicates that he did not write the last three verses.
Cities of South Judah
Joshua 15:21-32: "Now the cities at the extremity of the tribe of the sons of Judah toward theborder of Edom in the south were Kabzell and Eder and Jagur, and Kinah and Dimonah andAdadah, and Kedesh and Hazor and Ithnan, Ziph and Telem and Bealoth, and Hazor-hadattah andKerioth-hezron (that is, Hazor), Amam and Shema and Moladah, and Hazar-haddah and Heshmonand Beth-pelet, and Hazar-shual and Beersheba and Biziothiah, Baalah and Iim and Ezem, andEltolad and Chesil and Hormah, and Ziklag and Madmannah and Sansannah, and Lebaoth andShilhim and Ain and Rimmon; in all, twenty-nine cities with their villages." Thirty-six cities arelisted, not twenty-nine. The usual Christian rationalization for this error is to claim that multiplenames refer to the same city. This rationalization, however, does not work for the cases where thenumber given is larger than the number of items listed (see below for examples).

Cities of Lowland Judah
Joshua 15:33-36: "In the lowland: Eshtaol and Zorah and Ashnah, and Zanoah and Engannim,Tappuah and Enam, Jarmuth and Adullam, Socoh and Azekah, and Shaaraim and Adithaim andGederah and Gederothaim; fourteen cities with their villages." Fifteen cities are listed, notfour teen .

Simeon's Inheritance
Joshua 19:2-6: "So they had as their inheritance Beersheba and Sheba and Moladah, andHazar-shual and Balah and Ezem, and Eltolad and Bethul and Hormah, and Ziklag andBelames ourt en, not thirsus hi, as a Bise-lebaoth and Sharuhen, thirteen cities with their
Children of Zerubbabel1 Chronicles 3:19-20: "And the sons of Zerubbabel were Meshullam and Hananiah, and Shelomithwas their sister; and Hashubah, Ohel, Berechiah, Hasadiah, and Jushabhesed, five." There areseven males and one female listed, not five of anything.

Sons of Shemiah
1 Chronicles 3:22: "'...and the sons of Shemaiah were Hattush, Igal, Bariah, Neariah, and Shaphat,six." There are five sons listed, not six.

Sons of Jeduthun
1 Chronicles 25:3: "Of Jeduthun: the sons of Jeduthun; Gedaliah, and Zeri, and Jeshaiah,Hashabiah, and Mattithiah, six." There are five sons listed in this, the King James Version. TheNew American Standard translation inserts Shimei before Hashabiah.
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Authorship of 1 & 2 Samuel
1 & 2 samue l are traditionally attributed to Samuel, but again, this is rejected by biblical scholars.Samuel dies in 1 Samuel 28:3, leaving 3 whole chapters of 1 Samuel and all of 2 Samuel that hecould not have written. In 1 Samuel 9:9, a comment indicates that the word "seer" was formerlyused rather than "prophet"
some time before the passage was written.

The Prophets
Although all of the prophets to whom books of the Bible are attributed allegedly lived before 1 & 2Kings and 1 & 2 Chronicles were written, only Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Jonah are mentioned inthem--and no whale or preaching at Ninevah stories are associated with Jonah there [Paine 1795,pp. 106-108].

Jesse's Sons
1 Samuel 16:10-11 says Jesse had eight sons: seven plus David, the youngest. 1 Chronicles2:13-15 says that Jesse had seven sons, David being the seventh and youngest.

Death of Goliath

C o a t h   w a s   H i l e d   B y   E t h a n a n :   (   C h r o n i l e   2 0 - 3   s a y   t h a   i h a n a n   a i t e d   L a m ,   t h e   b r o t h e r   o f
David's Horsemen
2 Samuel 8:4 says that David captured 700 horsemen (and 1,000 chariots); 1 Chronicles 18:4 sayshe captured 7,000 horsemen.

David and the Arameans
2 Samuel 10:18: "But the Arameans fled before Israel, and David killed 700 charioteers of theArameans and 40,000 horsemen".
1 Chronicles 19:18: "And the Arameans fled before Israel, and David killed of the Arameans 7,000charioteers and 40,000 foot soldiers".

David's "Sinful" Census
2 Samuel 24:1: "Now again the anger of the Lord burned against Israel, and it incited David againstthem to say, 'Go, number Israel and Judah."
1 Chronicles 21:1: "Then Satan stood up against Israel and moved David to number Israel."
This confusion between God and Satan seems to be in part because the early Hebrews believedGod to be the source of all good and evil. The tradition of Satan being the opponent of God did notappear until much later. (This topic is dealt with later in this pamphlet in the section entitled BiblicalMorality.)

According to 2 Samuel 24:13, one of David's punishment options for his census was sevenyears of famine. According to 1 Chronicles 21:11-12, the option was three years of famine.According to 2 Samuel 24:9, the result of the census was 800,000 fighting men in Israel and500,000 fighting men in Judah, In 1 Chronicles 21:5-6, the result showed 1,100,000 fighting menin Israel and 470,000 in Judah.
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Solomon's Horse Stalls
1 Kings 4:26 says that Solomon had 40,000 horse stalls. 2 Chronicles 9:25 says that Solomon had4,000 horse stalls.

Temple Workers
According to 1 Kings 5:16, there were 3,300 overseers. According to 2 Chronicles 2:18, therewere 3,600.

Solomon's Sea
According to 1 Kings 7:26, Solomon's sea of cast metal held 2,000 baths. According to 2Chronicles 4:5, it held 3,000.

Solomon's Chief Officers
According to 1 Kings 9:23, Solomon had 550 chief officers. According to 2 Chronicles 8:10, hehad 250.

Omri's Reign
1 Kings 16:23: "In the thirty-first year of Asa king of Judah, Omri became king over Israel, andreigned twelve years; he reigned six years at Tirzah."
1 Kings 16:28-29: "So Omri slept with his fathers, and was buried in Samaria; and Ahab his sonbecame king in his place. Now Ahab the son of Omri became king over Israel in the thirty-eighthyear of Asa king of Judah, and Ahab the son of Omi reigned over Israel in Samaria twenty-twoyears."

According to the first passage, Omi reigned over Israel for twelve years. But the two passages saythat his reign began in the 31st year and ended in the 38th year of Asa, which makes his reign 7years.

The World's Existence
1 Chronicles 16:30 says the world is firmly established, Ecclesiastes 1:4 says "the earth remainsforever." But 1 John 2:17 says "the world is passing away".

Jehoiachin's Age
m o h t s   a n d   t e n   d a y   t o e r u s a i e n ,   a n d   i e   d i d e r t   i n   t h e   s i e h t o   t h e   L o d i n g ,   a n d   h e   r e i g n e d   t h r e e
2 Kins egsho anhin was cighten years Ne when he became in hat he eiered hee
Ages of Jehoram and His Youngest SonAccording to 2 Chronicles 21:20, Jehoram became king at age 32, reigned for 8 years and thendied. His youngest son, Ahaziah, then became king, when Jehoram was 40 years old. Butaccording to 2 Chronicles 22:2, in the King James Version of the Bible, Ahaziah was 42 years oldwhen he became king--two years older than his father. The New American Standard translationchanges Ahaziah's age to 22. According to 2 Kings 8:26, Ahaziah was 22.

Death of King JosiahAccording to 2 Kings 23:29-30, King Josiah was slain at Megiddo. According to 2 Chronicles35:23-27, King Josiah died in Jerusalem.
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The Addition of Ezra and NehemiahEzra 1:9-11 lists the gold and silver items which Cyrus took from the temple, claiming a total of5,400. The total of the items listed is only 2,499.Ezra 2:1-60 gives a census of the people, with a total given in verse 64 of 42,360. If theindividual figures are added up, the total is 29,818--an error of 12,542. Nehemiah 7:5-62 gives thesame census, again with a total (in verse 66) of 42,360. The actual total there is 31,089--an errorof 11,271.

Lifetimes of the Wicked
Psalms 55:23 and Proverbs 10:27 say that the wicked will die young. Job 21:7-9 says that thewicked live long.

God and Liars
Proverbs 12:22 says that God hates lying. 1 Kings 22:21-23 says that God has made prophets lie.2 Thessalonians 2:11-12 says that God deceives unbelievers to make them believe falsehoods(contradicting 1 Timothy 2:3-4, which says God wants all to come to knowledge of the truth).(God also pushes evil in Exodus 4:21, 7:3, 9:12, 10:1,20,27, 11:10, 14:4,8,17, and Joshua11:20.)

Prophecy of Destruction of DamascusIsaiah 17:1 claims that Damascus "is about to be removed from being a city, and it will become afallen ruin." The fact of the matter is that Damascus is one of the oldest cities in the world, hasbeen continuously inhabited, and is the only city in Palestine that has never been completelydestroyed.

Prophecy of Destruction of Edom
Isaiah 34:9-10 says that Edom's streams will be turned into pitch, its earth into brimstone, and itsland burning pitch which will burn night and day with its smoke going up forever. It also says thatno one shall ever pass through it. All of these predictions are false. Josh McDowell McDowell72, pp. 299-305] ignores verse 9 and the first part of verse 10 and he interprets "none shall passthrough it forever and ever' to mean that Edom will no longer be a center for trade.

Prophecies of Jeremiah
In Jeremiah 18:7-10, the prophet hedges his bets so that none of his prophecies can possible gowrong: "At one moment I might speak concerning a nation or concerning a kingdom to uproot, topull down, or to destroy it; if that nation against which I have spoken turns from its evil, I willrelent concerning the calamity I planned to bring on it. Or at another moment I might speakconcerning a nation or concerning a kingdom to build up or to plant it; if it does evil in My sight by

we see that Ledekiah's eyes are put out, his son is executed, and he dies in prison.In Jeremiah 38, Zedekiah sends for Jeremiah (verse 14) and, after talking with him, instructshim to lie (verses 24-26). Jeremiah does so (verse 27).

Prophecy of Destruction of TyreAccording to Ezekiel 26:3-14, 26:21, and 27:36, Nebuchadnezzar would capture Tyre and destroyit forever, never even to be found again. Ezekiel 26:12 predicted that he would seize its riches. Infact, Nebuchadnezzar's siege lasted 13 years, but he never captured the city, only its outworks onthe mainland. Ezekiel 29:18 admits that he never captured its riches. Tyre was destroyed 240years later by Alexander the Great, and it was subsequently rebuilt (and referenced in the New
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Testament in Matthew 11:21-22, Mark 3:8, Luke 10:13-14, Acts 12:20, and 21:3,7. It wasdestroyed again in 1291 C.E., again rebuilt, and continues to exist today.

apologists. He removes the problem of the prediction that Tyre would "never be found again" byclaiming that Ezekiel 26:21 really means only that Tyre would never regain its former power.

Prophecy of Desolation of EgyptEzekiel 29:9-12 says that Egypt will be an "utter waste and desolation" from Migdol to Syene andto the border of Ethiopia, and all of its cities will be uninhabited for forty years. It has neverhappened.

The Unchanging God
In Malach 3:1, Exodus 32 he says do not chorde" (anse i mind a 23: the Sam we 15. 2%said He would do to His people" (also see Genesis 6:6, 1 Samuel 15:11,35, and Jonah 3:10).

Problems in the New Testament
Home of Jesus ' Parents

his alleged mass slaughter of children. In fact, no historian mentions any such massacre [Wells 71,p. 12].
An alleged prophecy of Jesus' being in Egypt is Hosea 11:1, which Matthew 2:14-15 claimshas been fulfilled. What the Old Testament passage refers to, however, is the Exodus of theHebrews from Egypt.

R o m a n   C e n s u s
Luke 2:1-2 claims that Caesar Augustus (27 B.C.E. to 14 C.E.) decreed a census during the timethat Quirinius was governor of Syria and while Herod was still king of Judea (Luke 1:5, alsoMatthew 2:1). Herod, however, died in 4 B.C.E., and Quirinius was never governor of Syriaduring his reign. The governors of Syria during the end of Herod's life were Titius (10 B.C.E.),Sentius Saturninus (9-6 B.C.E.), and Varus (6-4 B.C.E.). Varus had to suppress a revolt whichbroke out in Palestine after Herod's death so was in office beyond the end of Herod's reign.Quirinius was governor of Syria in 6 C.E., and possibly earlier, but not during Herod's reign.Thus Te r t u l l i a n a t tempts to cor rec t the error by c la iming Jesus was born du r ing a Judeancensus conducted by Sentius Saturninus in 8 B.C.E. This still is not correct, as a Roman census inPalestine under Herod would have been very unpopular, as Herod still held title and authority ofthe land from Caesar and the Senate. Josephus also makes no mention of a census under Herod,but states that the first census of the area was taken in 6 C.E. under Quirinius shortly after Judeawas converted into a Roman province, which resulted in a Jewish revolt under Judas, the Gauloniteof Gamala.

An inscription found by the archaeologist Sir William Ramsay in Antioch is often cited asproof that Quirinius was indeed governor of Syria during Herod's reign [Cheney 69, p. 224],[Habermas 84, p. 153], [McDowell 72, pp. 72-73]. The inscription in fact demonstrates no suchthing, but reads as follows (Ramsay's own translation): "To Gaius Caristanius (son of Gaius ofSergian tribe) Fronto Caesianus Julius, chief of engineers, pontifex, priest, prefect of P. SulpiciusQuirinius duumvir, prefect of M. Servilius. To him first of all men at state expense by decree ofthe decuriones, a statue was erected." [Ramsay 15, p. 285] This inscription states only thatQuirinius was elected "duumvir" of the Roman colony of the Pisidian Antioch in Galatia. Ramsay
13



argued that this honor could have been conferred for playing a prominent part in a certain waragainst the Homonadenses. H e showed that this war occurred in Herod's lifetime, and argued thatQuirinius must have been governor of Syria when it was fought, since the only nearby Romanlegions were in Syria. This does not follow, however, as Augustus could quite easily haveentrusted a Syrian legion to someone who was not the governor of that province.Homonadenses territory was north of Syria but south of Galatia and Pamphylia. Ramsay himselfadmitted that the war was fought on both fronts. A.N. Sherwin-White (Sherwin-White 78, p. 165Jpoints out that Galatia was a more likely base for a war with Homonadenses.Another inscription is also cited as evidence that Quirinius was twice governor of Syria.This inscription (dated some time after 14 C.E.) found in Tivoli indicates that some anonymousconsular, and was gie overnor de, song the us of the ord, earain of ahe As inthis inscription is controversial, it is uncertain whether it applies merely to "governor" or to"governor of Syria" • In any case, u m n i u s is not the most l ikely candidate . He is not k n o w n tohave been proconsul of Asia, and the war with the Homonadenses did not involve a king(assuming that he did in fact fight in that war). More likely is that the inscription refers to someonesuch as L. Calpurnius Piso, who is known to have received the rewards mentioned in theinscription, or Varius Geminus, who is described in another inscription in similar language asbeing governor of an unnamed province [Sherwin-White 78, pp. 162-171].

Birth of Jesus
In Matthew, the angel visits Joseph; in Luke, he visits Mary. In Matthew, the divinity of Jesus isattested to by the appearance of a star in the east, which is not mentioned in Luke. In Luke, it is bythe angel's words to the shepherds and the song of the heavenly host (not mentioned in Matthew)[Wells 71, p. 11].

In Matthew, Jesus is visited by the magi after his birth and there is no mention of any shepherdsvisiting. In Luke, he is visited by shepherds but there is no mention of the magi.
Although Jesus was allegedly born in Bethlehem (according to Matthew and Luke; Mark 6:1implies he was born in Nazareth), he cannot be claimed to have fulfilled the prophecy of Micah 5:2,which specifically states that one will go forth from the clans of Judah (born in Bethlehem) tobecome ruler in Israel.

The doctrine of the "virgin birth" is allegedly based on the "prophecy" of Isaiah 7:14:"Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a sign: Behold, a virgin will be with child and bear ason, and she will call His name Immanuel."
In this passage, the Hebrew word used for "virgin" is "almah", which means a youngwoman of marriageable age. There is no implication of virginity, and thus the alleged fulfillmentadds an absurd condition which is not even necessary. Had this passage meant "virgin", it wouldhave used the Hebrew word "bethulah".. In addition, this prophecy has been taken out of context.In the full context (beginning with Isaiah 7:1), we see that the birth of this child is a sign to Ahaz,King of Judah, that he will not be defeated in battle by Pekah, King of Israel, and Resin, King ofSyria (though in 2 Chronicles 28 we see that Ahaz was conquered anyway despite God's promise).Jesus was about 700 years too late to be a sign for Ahaz [Smith 79, pp. 207-208].The fulfillment itself (Matthew 1:25) is questionable. The oldest of the four gospels, Mark,contains no account of Jesus' birth. An old manuscript of Matthew has for 1:16: "Jacob begatJoseph; Joseph to whom was espoused Mary the virgin, begat Jesus, who is called the Christ"[Wells 71, p. 13]. The whole of the doctrine of virgin birth in the book of Luke is based on twoGnacks and the Jewske ion of dua pater - was ably ved end by hid on on die not allythe union of a man, a woman, and the spirit of God. In Luke 3:23, it is said, "Jesus Himself wasabout thirty years of age, being supposedly the son of Joseph". The "being supposedly" is aparenthetical comment which makes the following verses irrelevant--a tracing of Jesus' genealogythrough Joseph [Phipps 70, pp. 39-46]. Paul makes no mention of the virgin birth.
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Genealogies of Jesus
There are genealogies of Jesus through Joseph in Matthew 1:1-16 and Luke 3:23-38. Thegenealogy in Matthew says Jesus was the son of Joseph, son of Jacob, son of Matthan, son ofEleazar, son of Eliud, etc., while Luke says Jesus was the son of Joseph, son of Eli, son ofMatthat, son of Levi, son of Melchi, etc. The lists continue to contradict each other from that pointMatthew concludes the genealogy list with the claim that it consists of three lists offourteen generations, but this only works out if Jechoniah is counted twice (once at the end of theDavid-to-Babylon list, and once at the beginning of the Babylon-to-Jesus list). Also note that whileMatthew says there are only two generations between Joram and Jotham, 1 Chronicles 3:11-12says there are fi v e . Matthew also omits Jehoiakim, whom Chronicles places between Josiah andJechoniah [Wells 71, pp. 23-25, pp. 34-36]. Aside from these differences, Matthew's list iscompatible with the Old Testament from Abraham to Zerubbabel. Luke's list is only compatiblewith the O ld Te s t a m e n t from Adam to D a v i d ( though it inser ts C a i n a n b e t w e e n A r p h a x a d andShelah, some manuscripts insert "Admin, the son of Arni" between Ram and Amminadab, andother manuscripts vary widely).Some Christians explain this by claiming that the genealogy in Luke is really that of Mary,not Joseph, and when it says "Joseph, son of Eli"But this doesn't hold water, because Mary was of the tibe of i o n e[Wells 71, pp. 19-20].

Another attempt to fix the contradiction between the Matthew and Luke genealogies is toclaim that Heli was the first husband of Jacob's wife, but he died and Jacob married her. It thenalso has to be claimed that they were only half brothers, to explain the different genealogies abovethem. But then the lines described in Mat thew and Luke converge again at Zerubbabel , and divergeat Shealtiel. Again, this can be solved with the same claims made for Heli/Jacob. But there is anadditional problem that there are about twice as many ancestors on Luke's side-one must supposethat they married at half the age of those in Matthew's list [Wells 71, p. 361, [Zeitlin 47, pp.106-107].

Young Jesus
Before Jesus was born, his parents were informed that he would be the Son of God, conceived bythe Holy Spirit (Matthew 1:20, Luke 1:26-35). Yet, twelve years later, when Jesus is discussingreligion with the rabbis in the temple, Mary and Joseph are amazed (Luke 2:41-50) [Johnson 81,pp. 119-120].

John the Baptist
Before John the Baptist was cast into prison (John 3:23-24), he says that without a doubt Jesus isthe Son of God (John 1:25-34). After this explicit recognition, Jesus goes on to perform worksand miracles (John 2:1-2, 2:14-16, 2:23) and then starts baptizing (John 3:22). But then, afterJohn the Baptist is thrown into prison, he sends two of his disciples to Jesus to ask him if he is theSon of God (Matthew 11:2-3, Luke 7:18-22) [Johnson 81, p. 120].
In Matthew, Mark, and Luke, Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist (Matthew 3:13-17, Mark 1:9,Luke 3:16-21), but this does not take place in the book of John. The latter gospel also containscontradictory reports about whether or not Jesus ever baptized anyone (John 3:22 and 3:26 say hedid, John 4:2 says he did not, but his disciples did) [Hoffman 85, p. 53].

Healing of t he Centurion's Servant
In Matthew 8:5-13, Jesus meets face-to-face with the centurion. In Luke 7:1-10, he meets only thecenturion's representatives, never the centurion himself.

Jesus' Disciples
Matthew 10:2-4 says the apostles are Simon Peter, Andrew, James the son of Zebedee, John,Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, Matthew, James son of Alphaeus, Thaddaeus, Simon the Zealot,and Judas Iscariot. Luke 6:14-16 and Acts 1:13 say the apostles are Simon Peter, Andrew, James,
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John, Sai, Bartolomes Mot the Thomas, he gous Aloness, Somer te calot, Judas
Preaching of the Disciples
When Jesus sends the disciples out to preach, in Mark 6:8-9 he tells them not to take anythingexcept a staff and sandals. In Matthew 10:9-10, he tells them to not even take a staff and sandals.In Matthew 10:5, Jesus tells them to go nowhere among the gentiles. In Matthew 28:16-20, hetells them to make disciples of all nations [Hoffman 85, p. 54].

Jesus' Divinity
In Mark 10:17-18 and Luke 18:18-19, Jesus says "Why do you call me good? No one is good butGod alone, implying that he is not God (also see Matthew 26:39, 27:46, Mark 13:22, John 5:19,7:16, 20:17, 1 Corinthians 11:3, and 1 Peter 3:22). And God wouldn't make mistakes, yet Jesus

In Matthew 23:35, Jesus mentions a Zechariah son of Berechiah who was murdered. Thiscannot be the prophet Zechariah (whose father was Berechiah), as he was not murdered. Thisleaves the Zechariah of 2 Chronicles 24:21-22 and 24:20, who was murdered, but both of thesepassages say that his father was Jehoiada, not Berechiah. Some Christians say that "son of" heremeans "descendant of". If we accept this, we can also accept that calling Jesus the "son of God"means "descendant of God" in the same way. Note that the genealogy in Luke calls Adam the "sonof God". (Matthew 23:35 is explained in more detail below, in the section on the Gospel ofMatthew of THE CLAIMS OF CHRISTIANITY.)
In Matthew 5:43, Jesus says that the Old Testament rule was to love your neighbor and "hateyour enemy". He is quoting from Leviticus 19:18, which says to love your neighbor, but it saysnothing about hating your enemy. Such a command occurs nowhere in the Old Testament.Christians may argue that because Matthew 5:43 says "You have heard" rather than "It is written"Jesus was not referring to scripture, but he also says "You have heard" referring to scripture fourother times in the same chapter: 5:21, 5:27, 5:33, and 5:38. 5:31 also says "it was said" in referringto Old Testament scripture [Francyzk 85b, p. 26].In Matthew 24:29-34, Jesus says that the tribulation and and his return will occur before theguent gen ratiapase 37. Canst the Jesus this by lating that the word translated " this", but other references by Jesus and hisdisciples to his return being imminent may be found in Matthew 4:17, 10:7, 10:23, 16:28, 23:36,Mark 1:15, 9:1, 13:30, Luke 9:27, 21:32, 1 Corinthians 7:29, 1 Thessalonians 4:15, 1 Timothy6:13-14, Hebrews 1:2, 9:26, 10:37, James 5:8, 1 Peter 1:20, 4:7, 2 Peter 3:12-14, 1 John 2:18,Revelation 1:1, 3:11, 22:7 [Smith 79, pp. 209-210].In John 3:13, Jesus says that "no one has ascended into heaven", a direct contradiction of 2Kings 2:11, which says Elijah did just that.

John 8:1 on a vus evales or a i t wiMes: My witness is not true", but in
Jesus' Wife?
It was highly unusual during Jesus' time for an adult male Jew to be unmarried. To argue thatbecause the gospels don't mention his marriage he was not married is fallacious. One couldsimilarly argue that Jesus never smiled, never had a bowel movement, and was never ill Phipps70, pp. 34-38]. A Jewish father's obligation to his son was to circumcise him, redeem him, teachhim the Torah, teach him a trade, and find a wife for him. It is apparent in the gospels that the first

historians have stated that the word translated "companion" is more properly translated as"spouse". This same gospel also says, "There is the Son of man, and there is the son of the Son ofman. The Lord is the Son of man, and the son of the Son of man is he who is created through theSon of man." [Robinson 81, p. 148]Those claiming Jesus was married have also pointed to the canonical Gospel of John. The
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wedding at Cana (John 2:1-11) would seem to be Jesus' own, as Jesus' mother tells him when thewine runs out, and both she and Jesus address the servants as though they were their own. Inverses 9 and 10, the headwaiter speaks to the bridegroom about the quality of the wine which Jesushas provided. This has been taken as evidence that Jesus and the bridegroom were one and thesame [Baigent 83, pp. 331-3331.

Miracles of Jesus

water into wine (2:1-11), the last verse of which says,Cana of Galilee, and manifested His glory, and His disciples believed in Him."
In Mark 8:1-9, the disciples can't figure out how 4000 people will possibly be fed with only sevenloaves of bread, although only a short while earlier, in Mark 6:30-44, Jesus fed 5000 people withfive loaves and two fish.

Teachings of Jesus

divorce your wife except for fornication, 9. Do not swear, 10. Do not resist evil, 11. Becharitable, 12. Love your enemies. From chapter 6: 13. Do not be ostentatious. From chapter 7:14. Do not judge, 15. Do not give what is holy to the dogs, 16. Do to others what you wouldwish them to do to you, 17. Do not speak idle words. From chapter 19: 18. Be ready to neglecteverything and everybody for the sake of Jesus.Jesus' own actions are pretty poor with regard to numbers 4 and 5. For #1, although inMatthew 11:29 he claims to be meek and lowly in heart, in 12:42 he claims to be greater thanSolomon. In Matthew 5:22, Jesus says "whoever shall say, 'You fool,' shall be guilty enough to, yet he did it himself (Luke 12:20). He then has the nerve to call the scribesand Pharisees hypocrites (Matthew 23:29,33). (Note that Paul also violates this teaching; see forexample 1 Corinthians 15:36.)
In Mark 11:12-14, Jesus curses a fig tree, that no one may ever eat fruit from it again, simplybecause he was hungry and it had no figs on it. But Mark also states that it was not even theseason for figs!
In Matthew 11:28, Jesus seems to indicate that salvation is for everyone, but in Mark4:11-12 he says that he is deliberately unintelligible so that the people will not understand him andthus not have the opportunity of repenting and being saved ("To you has been given the mystery ofthe kingdom of God; but those who are outside get everything in parables, in order that whileseeing, they may see and not perceive; and while hearing, they may hear and not understand lestthey return and be forgiven.").
Although for the most part pro-Jewish, Matthew has Jesus say (in Matthew 8:10-12) thatmany, but not the Jews, will be saved. In Matthew 21:43, he says the kingdom of God will betaken from the Jews and given to another nation. More typical is for Matthew to be anti-gentile. InMatthew 15:24, Jesus refuses to heal the daughter of a Canaanite woman because he has been sentonly for the Jews. In Matthew, Jesus tells his disciples not to give the Samaritans a chance torepent (Matthew 10:5), while Luke is pro-Samaritan (Luke 10:30-37, Luke 17:16). (See also"Preaching of the Disciples".)
In o n e parable , Jesus describes a king who sends his servants out into the streets torandomly invite people in for his feast. When the king looked over his guests, he found a man notdressed properly (not surprising, given the manner of invitation) and had him bound hand and footand cast out (Matthew 22:1-14). Apparently this is meant to describe the way God deals withpeople. The same sort of ridiculous injustice is found in the parable of the talents (Matthew25:14-30, Luke 19:11-27). Luke's version goes completely overboard, with the noblemanordering his political "enemies" killed in his presence in the last verse.1 1 : 1 3 ,   t h e   m a t e r n a l a t i e   v e w   i s   C h a n g e d   a n d   g o   t i n g :   b e o m e s   t e   P o l y   S p h t   :   T h   M a t h e v ,



Jesus says, "Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" (5:3) and "Blessedare those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied" (5:6). Luke changesit to be anti-materialist: "Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of God" (6:20)and "Blessed are you who hunger now, for you shall be satisfied". Luke also adds "Woe to youwho are rich" (6:24).
In Luke 16:16 Jesus says that the Jewish law was important up until John the Baptist, butsince then the gospel of the kingdom of God is preached. In verse 17, he says "it is easier forheaven and earth to pass away than for one stroke of a letter of the Law to fail." In Matthew5:17-18, Jesus says he did not come to destroy the law, but to fulfill it, and that the law shall notchange until heaven and earth pass away. In verse 19, he says "whoever then annuls one of theleast of these commandments, and so teaches others, shall be called least in the kingdom ofheaven." He then turns around and does just that. The Mosaic law allows divorce (seeDeuteronomy 24:1-4), but he forbids it, either altogether (Mark 10:11-12) or except in case ofV e s u s   t o r b i d s   i t   ( M a t h e w   5 : 3 4   3 6 ) ,   T h e   a w   s a y s   a n   e y e t o r   a n   e y e   a n d   a   t o o d i   f o r   a   t o o t h   ;   b u tJesus forbids retribution (Matthew 5:38-39) [Wells 71, pp. 64-65]. (Paul claims that the law ismeaningless for Christians in Romans 7:4 and Ephesians 2:15.)anyone More : 5, eus says: im, Due Sams A the Pathed the Sai whocall upon Him."

Teachings of the Pharisees
In Matthew 23:2-3, Jesus tells his disciples to follow the teachings of the scribes and Pharisees, butMatthew 16:5-12 says: "He did not say to beware of the leaven of bread, but of the teachings of thePharisees and Sadducees."

Resurrection of Lazarus
Part of the Gospel of Mark was intentionally suppressed at the instigation of Bishop Clement ofAlexandria in order to stamp out a Gnostic sect known as the Carpocratians, who were using it tosupport some heresy near the end of the second century. In 1958 Professor Morton Smith ofColumbia University discovered a letter in the Monastery of Mar Saba near Jerusalem fromClement to someone named Theodore. In this letter, Clement tells Theodore he "did well insilencing the unspeakable teachings of the Carpocratians" and goes on to quote the so-called "secretgospel of Mark" in the letter. It is an account of Jesus' raising of Lazarus from the dead. In thistext, however, a cry is heard from within the tomb before the stone is rolled away. It has beentheorized that the "death" and "resurrection" of Lazarus were part of some initiation rite. Theinitiation rite theory is supported by the Gospel of John. In John 11:16, after Jesus speaks inallegorical terms of Lazarus' death, Thomas says to the rest of the disciples, "Let us also go, thatwe may die with him". Under this interpretation, Thomas is saying that he wants to undergoinitiation rather than join in a suicide pact with the rest of the disciples.The "secret gospel" goes on to say the following, which may have been interpreted by theCarpocratians to be homosexual in nature: "And after six days, Jesus told him what to do and in theevening the youth comes to him, wearing a linen cloth over his naked body. And he remained withhim that night, for Jesus taught him the mystery of the kingdom of God." The possibility ofholos the quote prom the secret gos by tite these words followe the exer, and a mes and elycome to him', and all that section. But 'naked man with naked man', and the other things aboutwhich you wrote, are not found." [Baigent 83, pp. 318-3221, [Barnstone 84, pp. 339-342]

Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem
In Matthew 21:1-11, Jesus enters the city riding on both a donkey and a colt, probably due to amisunderstanding of the prophecy of Zechariah 9:9. The other gospels do not make this error(Mark 10:11-19, Luke 19:28-38, John 12:12-19).
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Jesus and the Moneychangers in the TempleIn the synoptics, Jesus drives the moneychangers out of the temple shortly before his death(Matthew 21:12, Mark 11:15-16, Luke 19:45). In John, the event occurs at the beginning of hispreaching career (John 2:14-16).

Betrayed by a Friend
l'he betrayal story doesn't make sense. Jesus was a public teacher, why would the priests haveneeded Judas to identify him for them (Mark 14:44)?

These are some alleged prophecies and their fulfillments about Jesus' betrayal:
Prophecy: Psalms 41:9: "Even my close friend, in whom I trusted, Who ate my bread, has lifted uphis heel against me."

There is no indication whatsoever that this passage was intended to be prophetic or refers tothe Messiah. In fact, it was written by David about something which happened to him (fulfillment:Matthew 10:4).

Prophecy: Zechariah 11:12-13: "And I said to them, 'If it is good in your sight, give me my wages;but if not, never mind!' So they weighed out thirty shekels of silver as my wages. Then the Lordsood the thiry show is of sive and he them to the potter in the couse of valdo by them. So IThis passage shows thirty shekels being given to Zechariah as a slave's wages. There is nomention of any betrayal.
Fulfillment: Matthew 26:15: "and said, 'what are you willing to give me to deliver Him up toyou?' And they weighed out to him thirty pieces of silver." and Matthew 27:7: "And they counseledtogether and with the money bought the Potter's Field as a burial place for strangers."Note that Matthew 27:9-10 claims that Jeremiah prophesied "and they took the thirty piecesof silver, the price of the one whose price had been set by the sons of Israel; and they gave them forthe potter's field, as the Lord directed me." Such a p r o p h e c y occu r s n o w h e r e in J e r emiah .Jeremiah 32:6-9 cannot apply because the field is bought by Jeremiah alone, not "they"; forseventeen shekels, not thirty; and with God's approval.

Judas' Death
In Matthew 27:5-7, Judas throws the thirty pieces of silver in the sanctuary and then hangs himself.In Acts 1:18, Judas buys a field with the money and dies by falling and bursting open.

Jesus' Arrest
According to John 18:12, Jesus was arrested by a Roman cohort and officers of the Jewish priests,then taken to the Sanhedrin. The synoptics, on the other hand, claim that he was arrested by the"multitudes" sent by the priests, making no mention of any Roman involvement (Matthew 26:47,Mark 14:43, Luke 22:47) [Zeitlin 47, pp. 150-151].The story of Jesus' trial also has problems. The Sanhedrin apparently had the power tocondemn someone to death by stoning (though [Sherwin-White 78, pp. 32-47] argues that thispower was only for special cases). If the Sanhedrin did have the option of capital punishment, theyhad no reason to turn Jesus over to Pilate. The Romans, on the other hand, reserved crucifixionfor enemies of the empire. A charge of "blasphemy" was not sufficient ([Sherwin-White 78, p. 35]argues that a Roman governor asked to carry out an execution would do it in his own manner). IfJesus was crucified by the Romans, he had likely been stirring up political trouble--his claim to bethe Messiah ("anointed one", a concept which did not necessarily imply divinity, but that he wouldbe the new king). Another accusation of political crime is made in Luke 23:2; it is claimed Jesusforbade paying of tribute to Caesar.

Lots Cast for Jesus' Garments
Yet another alleged prophecy about Jesus is Psalms 22:18: "They divide my garments among them,
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And for my clothing they cast lots." And yet again there is no indication that this passage wasintended to be prophetic (fulfillment in John 19:23-24). The synoptics rightly realize that thisalleged prophecy is just describing the same thing in two different ways (division of garments,casting of lots), but John has the soldiers divide his outer garments and cast lots for his tunicseparately.

The Crucifixion
The Jewish Feast of Unleavened Bread is celebrated from the evening of the 14th of Nisan to theevening of the 21st of Nisan (Exodus 12:17-18). The 14th is the evening of Passover, duringwhich the Paschal Meal (Seder) is eaten. John 19:31 says that the Sabbath was a high day, meaningthat the Feast began on that day. Since Jewish days are counted from evening to evening, thismeans that the 15th of Nisan was the Sabbath. John puts the arrest and Last Supper on the 13th ofNisan (John 13:1) and the crucifixion on the 14th of Nisan (John 19:31), with Jesus dying justbefore the Sabbath (representing Jesus as the Paschal lamb). The synoptics, on the other hand, putthe arrest on the evening of the 14th of Nisan, the first day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread(Matthew 26: 17, Mark 14:12, Luke 22:7) and the crucifixion at some later time, on the day ofpreparation for the Sabbath (Matthew 27:62, Mark 15:42, Luke 23:54) [Baigent 83, pp. 317-318],Zeitlin 47, pp. 103-106].

Matthew, Mark, and Luke state that Jesus did not carry his own cross, but that it was carried bySimon the Cyrene (Matthew 27:32, Mark 15:21, Luke 23:26). John 19:17, however, says thatJesus carried his own cross. Christians explain this by saying that Jesus carried his cross for awhile but then Simon took over when it looked like Jesus wouldn't make it. Interestingly, none ofthe gospels make the slightest mention of such an event [Hoffman 85, p. 55].
There are several alleged prophecies of the crucifixion (Psalms 22:16, Zechariah 12:10). They donot, however, give any indication that they are referring to crucifixion. The first, in fact, is a Psalmof David and contains no indication that it was intended to be prophetic at all. In addition, if lookedat in context, it is obvious that the passage is referring to the speaker being hunted down ("Fordogs have surrounded me; a band of evildoers has encompassed me; they pierced my hands andfeet.").

Matthew and Mark have only women present at the crucifixion (Matthew 27:55-56, Mark 15:40).Luke adds "acquaintances" (Luke 23:49) and John adds "the beloved disciple" (John 19:25-26).
In Matthew 27:44 and Mark 15:32, both robbers crucified with Jesus hurl abuse at him along withthe crowd. In Luke 23:39-43, the repentant thief story is introduced.
Jesus' final words are different in the four gospels. In Matthew and Mark he says, "My God, MyGod, why hast thou forsaken me?" (Matthew 27:46, Mark 15:34). In Luke 23:46 he says,"Father, into thy hands I commit my spirit." In John 19:30 he says, "It is finished."
At the moment of his death, Matthew 27:51-53 says there was an earthquake, the veil in the templewas torn in half, and saints came back to life. These are extremely significant events, yet none ofthe other gospels make the slightest mention of them.

It doesn't make sense for Jesus to have died so quickly. Since his legs were not broken and hisfeet were affixed to the cross, his weight was being supported and he would not have died of aquick asphyxiation. Victims of crucifixion regularly took nearly a week to die of exhaustion, thirst,or, if nails were used, blood poisoning. Yet Jesus supposedly died after being on the cross foronly a few hours. Even Pilate is surprised by his quick death (Mark 15:44). In John 19:28-30,Jesus says he is thirsty and is given a sponge soaked in vinegar, which should have had astimulating effect-soured wine was often used during the time to resuscitate galley slaves. Butinstead, Jesus dies immediately thereafter-a reaction which could have been caused by a compoundof opium and belladonna commonly employed at the time in the Middle East. Such a soporific drugcould produce a semblance of death in a living victim.According to Roman law, a victim of crucifixion was to be denied all burial, yet Pilate gives2 0



up Jesus body to Joseph of Arimathea readily. Interestingly, in the Greek version of the Gospel ofMark, Joseph asks Pilate for Jesus' body ("soma") while Pilate replies using the word for corpse("ptoma"). Some have speculated that this meant Joseph did not think of Jesus as being dead[Baigent 83, p. 356], [Schonfield 65, pp. 167-168].

The Resurrection
There are several alleged prophecies of the resurrection (Psalms 16:10, 30:3, 41:10, 118:17, Hosea6:2). There is no indication that any of these passages were intended to be referring to the Messiah,or even prophetic. The first three are by and about David, the fourth is vague (it merely says "Ishall not die, but live"), and the fifth mentions not resurrection from death but rather reviving fromor die see Hose 6:1, and is obviously referring to the nation of Tsrael flourishing after a perion

The Gospel of Mark probably originally had no resurrection account, it is believed thatverses 9-20 in chapter 16 were appended some time during the second century C.E.

The Empty Tomb
The description of Roman guards at the tomb (Matthew 27:63-66) was probably devised to counterthe argument that the disciples stole the body. But if soldiers guarded the tomb, they must havewitnessed the resurrection and stone being rolled away, but they apparently did not tell of theirexperiences. To counter this, the story of the Jewish authorities bribing them to lie and say thedisciples stole the body while they were sleeping could have arisen [Wells 71, pp. 40-41]. It musthave been a sizable amount of money to convince them to lie (and risk the death penalty forclaiming to have been sleeping on duty!) after having witnessed a rather impressive miracle. Notethat Mark, Luke, and John do not mention any guards.)In Mark 16:2, the tomb is visited after the sun had risen. In John 20:1, it is visited while it isstill dark.

In Mark (16:4), Luke (24:2), and John (20:1), the stone is already rolled away. In Matthew(28:2), it is rolled away by an angel as the women watch.In Matthew 28:1-10, Mary Magdalene and "the other Mary" find the empty tomb and see asingle angel sitting outside who tells them to go to Galilee to see Jesus. In Mark 16:1-7, the twoMarys and Salome witness the empty tomb and are told by a young man sitting inside that they willsee Jesus in Galilee. In Luke 23:55-24:10, it is implied that there was a group of women presentand two angels standing inside do not tell them to go to Galilee, but just remind them of what Jesussaid there. In John 20:1-4, Mary Magdalene alone sees the empty tomb, Peter and the "otherdisciple" race to the tomb, and then later Mary alone sees two angels sitting inside.The "Life of Christ in Stereo" by Johnston Cheney (excerpted in Appendix B of [McDowell81c, pp. 125-134]) attempts to resolve these contradictions by emphasizing certain words to give aspecific interpretation, introducing multiple visits to the tomb, etc.Paul says in 1 Corinthians 15:5 that the resurrected Jesus appeared to Cephas and to "thetwelve". Matthew 28:16-17 and Mark 16:14 specifically state that he appeared to the remainingeleven apostles. It is apparent that Paul was not aware of the story of Judas' betrayal.
Josh McDowell [McDowell 72, pp. 175-176] mentions that in a book Science Speaks byPeter Stoner, the probability that any man might have fulfilled eight of the 61 prophecies listed isone in 1017'. This figure is completely bogus. First of all, it is impossible to assign probabilities tosuch events. Second of all, of the eight prophecies supposedly fulfilled, most of them are not notedas prophecies or even referring to the coming Messiah at all. It appears that what was done was toconstre gapes ang do tous the is Testand cold come up hin prophecies posity be"fulfillments" for the life of any man.If it is indeed assumed that the Old Testament references to the "son of man", the Messiah,and the Suffering Servant all apply to Jesus, then Christians should look at all of them. Psalms14633 Sep, the ow American Stard, ni transeion replace, sow bi mahere is morial man.Job 25:6 says "How much less man, that maggot, and the son of man, that worm!" (Other
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denigrations of the son of man may be found in Psalms 8:4 and 144:3.Psalms 22 allegedly contains prophecies about Jesus (see "The Crucifixion", above), butverse 6 says "But I am a worm, and not a man, a reproach of men, and despised by the people".Isaiah 42:19 says of the Suffering Servant: "Who is blind but My servant, or so deaf as Mymessenger whom I send?"

Obedience to Authority of Men
In Acts 5:29, Peter and the apostles say "We must obey God rather than men". 1 Peter 2:13-14says "Submit yourselves for the Lord's sake to every human institution, whether to a king as theone in authority, or to governors as sent by him for the punishment of evil-doers and the praise ofthose who do right."

Paul
According to Acts 9:19-31, after Paul's conversion he went to Damascus, where he was introducedto the apostles by Barnabas and went to Tarsus when non-Christian Jews were planning to murder
him. According to Paul, though, in Galatians 1:16-20, he "did not immediately consult with fleshand blood, nor did I go up to Jerusalem to those who were apostles before me; but I went away toArabia, and returned once more to Damascus. Then three years later I went up to Jerusalem tobecome acquainted with Cephas, and stayed with him fifteen days. But I did not see any other ofthe apostles except James, the Lord's brother."

Paul states in Galatians 3:10 that "Cursed is everyone who does not abide by all thingswritten in the book of the law, to perform them" , a reference to Deuteronomy 27:26. This is,however, a misrepresentation of what Deuteronomy says. The verse in question is referring onlyto es the worn ere bad this o l i anises, not to the to ire To to a she Olic Testament es evin several places to refer to a specific group of laws, seeLeviticus 6:2, 6:18, 7:37, 11:46, 13:59, 14:2, 15:32, Numbers 6:21, Deuteronomy 1:5, 4:8,28:61, 31:9, 31:11).
Paul wrote the following paradoxical passage in Titus 1:12-13: "One of themselves, aprophet of their own, said, 'Cretans are always liars, evil beasts, lazy gluttons.' This testimony istrue" (a reference to the Epimenides Paradox).

The Way of Salvation
If we believe Deuteronomy 10:12-13, Ecclesiastes 12:13, Ezekiel 18:4-9, Micah 6:8, Matthew19:16-21, Mark 10:17-21, Luke 10:25-28, 18:18-22, 19:8-9, John 5:28-29, Acts 10:35, Romans2:13, 1 Corinthians 7:19, James 1:25, 1:27, 2:21, and 2:25, salvation comes through works. If webelieve Proverbs 16:9, 20:24, Matthew 24:24, 24:31, Acts 13:48, Ephesians 1:4-5, 2 Timothy
(Psalms 65:4, 86:13, John 6:44, 6:65, 17:9, Acts 22:14, Romans 9:16 and 9:18 say that Godchooses to save whoever he sees fit to save). If we believe John 315-16, 3:18, 3:36, 6:28-29,6:47, 11:25-26, 14:6, Acts 4:12, 13:39, 16:30-31, Romans 1:16-17, Ephesians 2:8-9, andHebrews 11:6, salvation is by faith.

The Powers of Believers

21:22, Luke 11:9-10, John 14:12-14, 16:23, 1 John 3:22), and heal the sick (Mark 16:18, James5:15). The evidence is that believers in Christianity do not have these special powers. Christiansrationalize this away with James 4:3 ("You ask and do not receive because you ask with the wrongmotives") and 1 John 5:14 ('If we ask anything according to His will, He hears us").
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Do As I Say, Not As I Do
John 3:16: "For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten son, that whoever believesin him should not perish, but have eternal life."
1 John 2:15: "Do not love the world, nor the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, thelove of the father is not in him."

Clark Pinnock [Pinnock 67] tries to claim the inerrancy of the original manuscripts of the Bible bycalling the errors "difficulties" which would all disappear if our knowledge were greater. ButPinnock can't even advance his argument without contradicting himself. He says that "it is false toemploy an esoteric definition o f'purpose' to cover over errors in Scripture" but then says thatcitations in the New Testament drawn from the Old Testament "are made for a purpose and thispurpose does not always require exact precision." He argues for literal truth, but claims that muchof the Bible is figurative, symbolic, and mythological.He engages in doublespeak to the point where he is saying nothing more than the Bible isturane a ise of characterize as in Ce worshipers rainsthan God orshieled inGod himself were to appear before a fundamentalist and tell him that he was making a mistake--thatthe Bible has been altered and revised over the centuries--the fundamentalist would respond, "Irebuke thee, Satan"Fundamentalists should take to heart Proverbs 14:15 ('The naive believes everything, but theprudent man considers his steps") and 1 Thessalonians 5:21 ("Prove all things" in the King JamesVersion, "Examine everything carefully" in the New American Standard).

T h e B i b l e a n d Science
The Bible makes many claims which contradict modern science. Here is a list of a few of them: (a)the world's languages didn't evolve slowly but appeared suddenly (Genesis 11:6-9); (b) camels donot have cloven hooves (Leviticus 11:4); (c) rabbits chew cud (Leviticus 11:6); (d) the bat is not aflying mammal, but a bird (Leviticus 11:13-19, Deuteronomy 14:11-18); (e) some creeping insectshave only four legs (Leviticus 11:23); (f) the earth rests on and was formed out of water (Exodus20:4, Deuteronomy 4:18, 5:8, Psalms 136:6, 2 Peter 3:5), rests on pillars (1 Samuel 2:8), does notmove (1 Chronicles 16:30), has edges and four corners (Deuteronomy 13:7, 28:64, 33:17, 1Samuel 2:10, Job 28:24, 37:3, 38:4-6, 38:13, Psalms 46:9, 48:10, 59:13, 61:2, 65:5, Isaiah11:12, Revelation 7:1, and many others); (g) the mustard seed is the smallest of all seeds (Matthew13:31-32); (h) a fetus can understand speech (Luke 1:44).In response to (g) a Christian may claim that the mustard seed was the smallest seed knownat the time, but this is false. Some seeds which are smaller include the poppy, mint, and hyssop.Mint (smallest seed is peppermint, .7mm x.5mm x.4mm; largest is spearmint, .8mm x .5mm x4mm) is mentioned in Matthew 23:23 and Luke 11:42. Hyssop (seed measures 2.1mm x 1.0mmx .7mm) is mentioned in Exodus 12:22, Leviticus 14:4,6,49,51,52, Numbers 19:6,18, 1 Kings4:33, Psalms 51:7, John 19:29, and Hebrews 9:19. The mustard seed measures 1.2mm x 1.2mmx 1.2mm.

Biblical Morality
The following are some quotes illustrating the morality of the God of the Bible. Some of the OldTestament quotes describe laws which made sense at the time they were written, when the mortality
fundamentalists still use Old Testament laws for justification of such things as hatred of
God. The fundamentalists should abide by the rest of these rules as well.

Old Testament MoralityExodus 12:29: "Now it came about at midnight that the Lord struck all the first-born in the land ofEgypt, from the first-born of Pharaoh who sat on his throne to the first-born of the captive who
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was in the dungeon, and all the first-born of cattle."
Exodus 21:7: "And if a man sells his daughter as a female slave, she is not to go free as the maleslaves do."

Exodus 21:17: "And he who curses his father or his mother shall surely be put to death." (AlsoLeviticus 20:9.)

Exodus 22:18: "You shall not allow a sorceress to live."
Exodus 22:20: "He who sacrifices to any god, other than to the Lord alone, shall be utterlydestroyed."

Exodus 22:29: "You shall not delay the offering from your harvest and your vintage. Thefirst-born of your sons you shall give to Me."
Exodus 31:15: "For six days work may be done, but on the seventh day there is a sabbath ofcomplete rest, holy to the Lord; whoever does any work on the sabbath day shall surely be put todeath."

Exodus 32:27: "Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel, 'Every man of you put his sword upon histhigh, and go back and forth from gate to gate in the camp, and kill every man his brother, andevery man his friend, and every man his neighbor.'
Leviticus 19:19: "You are to keep My statutes. You shall not breed together two kinds of cattle;you shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed, nor wear a garment upon you of two kinds ofmaterial mixed together."
Leviticus 19:26: "You shall not eat anything with the blood, nor practice divination orsoothsaying."
Leviticus 19:27: "You shall not round off the side growth of your heads, nor harm the edges ofyour beard."

Leviticus 19:28: "You shall not make any cuts in your body for the dead, nor make any tattoomarks on yourselves: I am the Lord."
Leviticus 20:10: "If there is a man who commits adultery with another man's wife, one whocommits adultery with his friend's wife, the adulterer and the adulteress shall surely be put todeath."

Leviticus 20:18: "If there is a man who lies with a menstrous woman and uncovers her nakedness,he has laid bare her flow, and she has exposed the flow of her blood; thus both of them shall be cutoff from among their people."
Leviticus 21:9: "Also the daughter of any priest, if she profanes herself by harlotry, she profanesher father; she shall be burned with fire."

Leviticus 24:16: "Moreover, the one who blasphemes the name of the Lord shall surely be put todeath."

aavities slave from the nations that areal la yes whom you may have-you may acquire male
Numbers 31:7 "So they made war against Midian, just as the Lord had commanded Moses, andthey killed every male."

Numbers 31:17-18: "Now therefore, kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman



who has known man intimately. But all the girls who have not known man intimately, spare foryourselves."

Deuteronomy 13:6-9: "If your brother, your mother's son, or your son or daughter, or the wifeyou cherish, or your friend who is as your own soul, entice you secretly, saying, Let us go andserve other gods' (whom neither you nor your fathers have known, of the gods of the peoples whoare around you, near you, or far from you, from one end of the earth to the other end), you shallnot yield to him or listen to him; and your eye shall not pity him, nor shall you spare or concealafterwards the hand sual he people your hand shall be first against him to put him to death, an
Deuteronomy 14:8: "And the pig, because it divides the hoof but does not chew the cud, it isunclean fo r you. Yo u shall not e a t any of their flesh n o r touch the i r carcasses ." (Also Leviticus

Deuteronomy 22:20-21: "But if this charge is true, that the girl was not found a virgin, then theyshall bring out the girl to the doorway of her father's house, and the men of her city shall stone herto death."

Deuteronomy 23:1: "No one who is emasculated, or has his male organ cut off, shall enter theassembly of the Lord."

Deuteronomy 28:53: "Then you shall eat the offspring of your own body, the flesh of your sonsand of your daughters whom the Lord your God has given you, during the siege and the distressby which your enemy shall oppress you." (Another friendly curse from the all-loving God. Seealso Deuteronomy 26:29, Jeremiah 19:9, Ezekiel 5:10.)

Sos, a 602 A She and do de, wayed everythin he storiy, both man and woman, young anc
Joshua 8:8: "Then it will be when you have seized the city, that you shall set the city on fire. Youshall do it according to the word of the Lord. See, I have commanded you." (The Hebrews thenkilled all 12,000 inhabitants of Ai, as God commanded in Joshua 8:1-2.)
Joshua 10:40: "Thus Joshua struck all the land, the hill country and the Negey and the lowland andthe slopes and all their kings. He left no survivor, but he utterly destroyed all who breathed, just asthe Lord, the God of Israel, had commanded."

hiS; but 153 athe ma stride man, chid neiy de oxy all sheep, e has and do noe spare
2 Samuel 21:6,8-9: ''Let seven men from his sons be given to us, and we will hang them beforethe Lord in Gibeah of Saul, the chosen of the Lord.' And the king said, I will give them.' So theking took the two sons of Rizpah the daughter of Aiah, Armoni and Mephibosheth whom she hadborn to Saul, and the five sons of Merab the daughter of Saul, whom she had born to Adriel theson of Barzillai the Meholathite. Then he gave them into the hands of the Gibeonites, and theyhanged them in the mountain before the Lord, so that the seven of them fell together; and they wereput to death in the first days of harvest at the beginning of barley harvest." (An example of humansacrifice.)

2 Samuel 24, 1 Chronicles 21: God causes a pestilence to kill seventy thousand people becauseDavid took a census.

2 Kings 2:23-24: God causes 42 little kids to be torn apart by bears merely because they make funof his prophet Elisha's bald head.
Psalms 137:9: "How blessed will be the one who seizes and dashes your little ones against therock."
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Isaiah 45:7: "The One forming light and creating darkness, Causing well being and creatingcalamity; I am the Lord who does all these."
Lamentations 3:38: "Is it not from the mouth of the Most High That both good and ill go forth?"
Ezekiel 20:25: "And I also gave them statutes that were not good and ordinances by which theycould not live."
Hosea 13:16: "Samaria will be held guilty, for she has rebelled against her God. They will fall bythe sword, their little ones will be dashed in pieces, and their pregnant women will be ripped

Amos 3:6: "If a calamity occurs in a city has not the Lord done it?"

New Testament Morality
Matthew 6:7: "And when you are praying, do not use meaningless repetition, as the Gentiles do,for they suppose that they will be heard for their many words."

household." (A contradiction of John 14:27.)
Matthew 23:9: "And do not call anyone on earth your father, for One is your Father, He who is inheaven."

Luke 6:30: "Give to everyone who asks of you, and whoever takes away what is yours, do notdemand it back." (See how many Christians really believe this one. Also Matthew 5:40 andMatthew 5:42.)

Luke 12:33: "Sell your possessions and give to charity." (Also Matthew 19:21, Luke 18:22.)
Luke 14:26: "If anyone comes to Me, and does not hate his own father and mother and wife andchildren and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be My disciple." (Thosewho obey this commandment should read 1 John 3:15, below.)
John 10:34: "Jesus answered them, 'Has it not been written in your Law, I SAID, YOU AREG O D S ' ? "

Acts 5:1-11: A Christian couple are struck dead when they don't give quite all of their money toPeter for the church.

1 Corinthians 6:1: "Does any one of you, when he has a case against his neighbor, dare to go tolaw before the unrighteous, and not before the saints?"
1 Corinthians 9:20-23: "And to the Jews I became a Jew, that I might win Jews; to those who areunder the Law, as under the Law, though not being myself under the Law, that I might win thosewho are under the Law; to those who are without law, as without law, though not being withoutthe law of God but under the law of Christ, that I might win those who are without law. To theweak I became weak, that I might win the weak; I have become all things to all men, that I may byall means save some. And I do all things for the sake of the gospel, that I may become a fellowpartaker of it." (It is OK to lie to win converts, an activity condemned in Romans 3:7-8.)
1 Corinthians 11:5: "But every woman who has her head uncovered while praying or prophesying,disgraces her head; for she is one and the same with her whose head is shaved."
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1 Corinthians 11:14: "Does not even nature itself teach you that if a man has long hair, it is adishonor to him?"

1 Car, nthias su et the solves, sep the a he hayches; for they are not permited 10
Galatians 5:2: "Behold I, Paul, say to you that if you receive circumcision, Christ will be of nobenefit to you." (This verse is in direct contradiction with the surrounding verses.)

1 Timothy 2:9: "Likewise, I want women to adorn themselves with proper clothing, modestly and
discreetly, not with braided hair and gold or pearls or costly garments." (Also see 1 Peter 3:3.)
1 Timothy 2:12: "But I do not allow a woman to teach or exercise authority over a man, but toremain quiet."

1 John 3:15: "Everyone who hates his brother is a murderer; and you know that no murderer haseternal life abiding in him."
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THE CLAIMS OF CHRISTIANITY
Christianity is based on the belief that Jesus was the Jewish Messiah, God who came to earth asman to die as a sacrifice for the sins of mankind. The vast majority of information about this personJesus (Greek for Joshua, or "salvation of Yahweh") comes from the New Testament.Of the oldest New Testament manuscripts, there is one fragment from the second century(part of the Gospel of John), three codices from the third century, and many from the fourth tosixth centuries. The oldest complete gospel manuscripts date back to the fourth century [McDowell72, pp. 48-501.

Nearly all o f the b iograph ica l de ta i l about Jesus c o m e s f r o m the f o u r gospels.Unfortunately, they were written as kerygma, or preachings, rather than as historical documents[Dibelius 79, p. 35]. In fact, the references to Jesus follow a pattern more like those to WilliamTell than to an actual historical figure.
First century writings which mention Jesus are fairly sparse. None appeared until 30 yearsor so after his public ministry allegedly began, the gospels after about 50 years. The first Christianwritings to appear, the letters of Paul, refer to Jesus, but give no indication of where or when helived. It is only in later writings, when traditions about Jesus had already become established, thatbiographical details began to appear.

First Century Extrabiblical References t o JesusFlavius Josephus, who wrote two major works on the history of Palestine, makes no mention ofJesus in The Jewish War (Christian interpolations may be found in some fifteenth centurymanuscripts of Russian and Rumanian translations), which covers the period from AntiochusEpiphanes to 73 C.E. His The Antiquities of the Jews, written in 93 C.E., contains only tworeferences to Jesus. T h e firs t is a paragraph o f ten lines, which is a g lowing descr ipt ion o f Jesus as"a wise man"', "doer of marvelous acts"', and "the Christ". It also states that he resurrected on thethird day (Antiquities XVIII, iii, 3 [Josephus 85, p. 379]). This passage is certainly a Christianinsertion, not something written by Josephus, a Pharisee. An Arabic translation of this passagemay be found in the World History of tenth century Bishop Agapius of Hierapolis which is notquite so complimentary of Jesus, which has led some to believe it to be the original Josephus text.It, however, also states that Jesus was "perhaps the Messiah".fact that the passage occurs in a context in which it has no place, and its removal results in a smoothC r i g e ,   w i n g   i n   t h e   h e   c o n t y ,   s a t e s   t h a   s t p t   i d   n o t   b e l e v e   i n   e s s   a s   C h r i s t !Origen, writing in the third century, states that JosephusKenne is apparent Do et ohio. seen, was in i t vou the secoy, aseshusearliest reference to this passage.The second mentions a "James, the brother of Jesus, him called Christ", who was one of anumber of men brought before the Sanhedrin in 62 C.E. who were to be stoned (Antiquities XX,ix, 1 [Josephus 85, p. 423]). The "brother of Jesus, him called Christ" is almost certainly aninterpolation, as it doesn't make sense for Josephus to mention Jesus only in passing and nowhereelse (of particular significance is that Josephus does not mention Jesus in his coverage of John theBaptist) (Antiquities XVIII, v, 2 [Josephus 85, p. 382]). A second century Christian account of a"James the brother of the Lord" by Hegesippus (preserved as a quotation in Eusebius) representshim in some respects as a Jewish rather than Christian saint, suggesting that the James about whomJosephus wrote was within Judaism [Wells 75, p. 11].Other first century historians are also silent about Jesus. The Jewish philosopher Philo ofAlexandria, who traveled in Palestine and speaks of the Essenes, makes no mention of Jesus. Thehistorian Justus of Tiberias, who wrote about 80 C.E., also fails to mention his existence.(Although none of Justus' writings survive, Photius, a Christian patriarch of the ninth century,says that "This Jewish historian does not make the smallest mention of the appearance of Christ,and says nothing whatever of his deeds and miracles.") [Wells 71, p. 195] The first centurywriters Seneca, Petronius, Pliny the Elder, Juvenal, Martial, Quintilian, Epictetus, Plutarch, andAppian all fail to mention Jesus.
Julius Africanus, who wrote in the third century, mentions the History of Thallus, claimingthat an eclipse Thallus describes was not an eclipse but a supernatural event. It is not certain thatThallus' writing predates the gospels or even that he was referring to the three-hour darkness whichsupposedly occurred during Jesus' crucifixion--he may well have only been chronicling the eclipse
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of the sun in the reign of Tiberius which took place on 24 November, 29 C.E. [Wells 84, p. 18].In the Barathas and Tosephta, rabbinical collections of precepts from the end of the firstcentury, there are references to "Jeshu ben Pandira", also known as "ben Stada" (in the Tosephta),assumed to be Jesus. This person, however, is described in the Tosephta as a magician who cutcharms into his flesh (Shabbath XI, 15), who tempted Jews to apostasy, and was executed bystoning in Lud (or Lydda) (Sanhedrin X, 11). The Barathas claim he learned magic in Egypt andwas executed in Lud by hanging on the eve of Passover. Even if these are references to Jesus, it isremarkable that there are no earlier ones [Wells 71, pp. 197-200].The only other first century references to Jesus are by Clement, in writings from 96 C.E.

Later Extrabiblical References t o Jesus
Other pagan texts referred to as evidence for the historicity of Jesus are by Suetonius, Tacitus, andPliny the Younger. The latter only writes to the Emperor Trajan (in 112 C.E.) asking for advice ondealing with Christ ians. His only ment ion of Jesus is to say that those w h o denied Chr i s t were notpunished (Letters, X, 96-97 [Pliny 63, pp. 293-2951).i n s t i g a t e d   b y   C h r e s t s "   ( S a e t o n i u s   5 7 ,   p .   1 9 7 ,   C a u d i u s   r e g n e d   T r o m   4 1 - 5 4   C E   ,   1 1 s   u n h i k e l ythat Christianity spread so far so fast and became so powerful so quickly. Chrestus was also acommon name among slaves and freemen (the name appearing more than eighty times in Latininscriptions of Rome) [Wells 71, pp. 185-1861.In the Annals of Tacitus (XV, 44 [Tacitus 42, vol. 1, pp. 380-3811), he mentions Christiansand states that "Christus, from whom the name had its origin, suffered the extreme penalty duringthe reign of Tiberius at the hands of one of our procurators, Pontius Pilatus." Some regard thispassage as a Christian interpolation on various grounds, but it is in any case not evidence of thehistoricity of Jesus simply because by the date of Annals (120 C.E.) Christians already associatedthe death of Jesus with Pilate, and Tacitus was most likely merely repeating what Christiansthemselves believed. It was not Tacitus' practice to consult original documents [Wells 71, pp.186-188]. Its inaccuracy is also evident by its use of the title "Christ" as a proper name, and by itsreference to Pilate as "procurator" rather than his correct title, "prefect" [Wells 82, p. 16].Christians at tempted to counteract the silence o f pagan writers by writing forgeries andalleging that pagan documents about Christianity did exist. The best known forgery is acorrespondence between Seneca and Paul, now universally admitted to be a forgery written inRome in the late fourth century [Wells 71, pp. 189-190]. Another such forgery is a letter fromPilate to "his emperor Claudius" (dating from the third century) which insists that the disciples didnot steal Jesus' body from the tomb. This letter's author overlooked the fact that Pilate wasgovernor of Judea only until 36 C.E. while Claudius did not become emperor until 41 C.E.[Hoffman 84, pp. 65-66]

The second method is illustrated by Justin, who states in his first Apology (Chapter 35) thatRoman records of the crucifixion exist; and by Tertullian, who claimed (in 197 C.E.) that Pilatewrote a report to Tiberius about the crucifixion and resurrection resulting in the senate convening toplace Christ among the gods. These claims are rejected by historians [Wells 71, pp. 189-190](McDowell 72, pp. 86-871 gives these references as sources for the historicity of Jesus, but givesno disclaimer for the Justin passage and misleadingly says that only "Some historians doubt thehistoricity of this passage" for the Tertullian claim).There are references taken to be of Jesus in the rabbinical literature later than the first century.These references are found in the Palestinian (or Jerusalem) and Babylonian Talmuds.Mishnah, a codification of the law with explanatory reminiscences completed in 220 C.E., itselfbecame the subject of commentary known as the Gemara. The Talmuds are composed of theMishnah plus a Gemara. While there is only one Mishnah, it was studied in both Palestine andBabylonia.
There is no mention of Jesus in the Mishnah though some believe a passage (Jeb. IV, 13)which tells that Rabbi Shim'on ben 'Azai (active near the beginning of the second century) found aroll of pedigrees in Jerusalem which told that "a certain person" was of illegitimate birth refers toJesus. In the Gemara, which consists of even later material, it is claimed that Pappos ben Jehuda,who lived in the second century, was the husband of the mother of Jesus (Shabbath 104b). Jesusis also said to have been persecuted by King Alexander Jannaeus (Sanhedrin 107b), who reignedfrom 103 to 76 B.C.E. It describes Jesus' activities by saying that he "practiced magic and ledastray Israel" (Sanhedrin 43a). The Gemara also contains references to "Minim", fairly widely



agreed to be Jewish Christians ("Petrine" Christians) who still upheld the Jewish law. The firstmention of the Minim can be dated to about 80 C.E. by its mention of Rabbi Gamaliel II [Hoffman84, pp. 36-531, [Wells 71, pp. 200-202].
Later Christian writings include the books of the Apocrypha and the Gnostic Gospels. Thelatter were fairly recently discovered-in December of 1945 by Muhammad 'Ali al-SammanMuhammad Khalifah--and were translated and published (as the Nag Hammadi Library) by theCoptic Gnostic Library Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity at the ClaremontGraduate School in Claremont, California. These books present a very different picture of Jesusand the early church than the common Christian view [Pagels 81, pp. xi-xxxix]. They are as old orolder than most of the oldest New Testament manuscripts, dating back to the fourth century. TheseChristian writings were not accepted as canonical because they did not conform to the dogmaestablished by the time of the Council of Nicea.

Jesus in the New Testament

Paul's Epistles

The earl sto i s entoing esus aro the mistles of as , which were roans ritenNone give any indication of when Jesus lived, with the exception of 1 Timothy, which mentionsPlate. This letter, however, along with 2 Timothy and Titus, are widely agreed to have beenwritten early in the second century to refute certain gnostic views (among other reasons, this laterdate for the pastoral epistles is given because the church structure described in them is that of thesecond century). The fact that others wrote using Paul's name is evident from 2 Thessalonians 2:2,which warns against "a letter as if from us" [Dibelius 79, p. 141, pp. 150-151, pp. 230-234],[Wells 75, pp. 17-181.
Paul fails to mention major gospel "facts" such as Jesus' birth place, any association withNazareth, his miracles, his encounters with the Pharisees, John the Baptist, the Lord's Prayer, andthe empty tomb (Chapter 15 of 1 Corinthians is an attempt to convince Christians of the reality ofthe resurrection, but Paul fails to mention the appearances of Jesus to the women of the emptytomb). He actually seems to deny that Jesus did perform any miracles in 1 Corinthians 1:22-23("For indeed Jews ask for signs, and Greeks search for wisdom, but we preach Christ crucified, toJews a stumbling block, and to Gentiles foolishness.") He is also ignorant of Jesus commandmentin Matthew 28:19 to "go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name ofthe Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit" when he says "for Christ did not send me to baptize" (1Corinthians 1:17). In his ethical teachings, when he happens to give precepts common to thegospels, he gives them on his own authority or that of the Old Testament, as if he was not aware ofJesus saying the same thing (such as Romans 12:14: "bless those who persecute you"). Paulseems to be completely unacquainted with any historical Jesus.
There are several places in Paul's writings which are interpreted as evidence that Jesusrecently lived. These are the single mention of "the twelve" in 1 Corinthians 15:5, his references to"Cephas"', and his mention of "James, the Lord's brother" in Galatians 1:19."The twelve" is probably an early Christian tradition, but Paul demonstrates no acquaintancewith them, as he mentions them only once and does not give their names. He also demonstrates hisignorance of the gospel accounts by the fact that he claims Jesus appeared to twelve and not eleven.Although Acts claims the twelve (after Judas was replaced) to be the leaders of the Jerusalemchurch, Paul says the leaders of the Jerusalem church are Cephas, James, and John.The Cephas (Aramaic for "rock"', as "Peter" is Greek for "rock") mentioned by Paul may notbe the same as the apostle Simon Peter in the gospels. Although Paul refers to Cephas as anapostle, he also refers to himself as one (Galatians 1:1, for example). He also mentions Cephasand Peter as though they are different people in Galatians 2:7-9. Cephas was obviously a rivalteacher, whom Paul mentions opposing in Galatians 2:11-13. Yet Paul does not make mention ofsuch gospel details as Peter's denial of Jesus (Mark 14:71), Jesus calling Peter "Satan" (Mark8:33), or Peter falling asleep in the Garden of Gethsemane (Mark 14:40-41) to put Cephas in hisplace. If Cephas and Peter are one and the same, then it is likely that these are later embellishments

and even after this meeting was still ignorant of any details of Jesus' life.
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The mention of "James, the Lord's brother" is most likely merely a reference to a member ofa Christian group, not an actual brother of Jesus. Paul regularly refers to Christians as "brethren".Mark 6:3 does name a James as the brother of Jesus, and the same reference also appears inMatthew 13:55. The author of Luke and Acts, though he omits this particular reference, was alsofamiliar with Mark, yet fails to indicate that the James who Paul met in Jerusalem was the brotherof Jesus (Acts 21:18). In fact, the author of Luke and Acts never mentions any James the brotherof Jesus, though Acts 12:17 mentions "James and the brethren" (this James, by the way, is notJames the apostle, who is killed in Acts 12:2).

Other Letters
Most of the other letters of the New Testament were pseudonymously written in opposition toheretical ideas. Like Paul's letters, their references to Jesus lack biographical detail. They areusually dated by their references to persecutions. Such persecutions have been held to haveoccurred under Nero (in Rome in 64 C.E.), Domitian (81-96 C.E.), and Trajan (98-117 C.E.).The earliest (and rather slight) evidence of persecutions under Domitian is in the writing of Melito,bishop of Sardis, around 170 C.E. From about 90 C.E., though, there were increasing practices towhich Christians could not submit, such as taking oaths by the Emperor's genius, offering incensebefore his statue, and addressing him as Dominus.Use of this information results in dating the earliest of these letters between 80 and 90 C.E.(Ephesians and Hebrews), most of the rest between 90 and 110 C.E. (1 Peter, 1, 2, and 3 John,and James), with 2 Peter around 130 C.E.

Gospel of Mark
Scholars agree that Mark is the earliest of the four gospels, and that Matthew and Luke made use ofit in writing their gospels. Neither Ignatius (110 C.E.) nor Polycarp (120-135 C.E.) show anyknowledge of this gospel, but both probably used Matthew, which presupposes the existence ofMark. A more specific date may be obtained by examination of the gospel itself. Mark 12:9 andchapter 13 demonstrate knowledge of the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70 C.E., as doesthe reference in Mark 15:38 to the tearing of the temple veil (which Josephus says was displayed ina procession through Rome after the Roman victory). Most scholars date Mark between 70 and 75C.E. because of verses such as 1:15, 9:1, and 13:30, which seem to indicate that he believed theend of the world and return of Jesus were imminent, but Mark 13:7-10 seem to be trying to explainaway why the end has not yet come ("when you hear of wars and rumors of wars, do not befrightened; those things must take place; but that is not yet the end" , "the gospel must first bepreached to all the nations"). The references to persecution of Christians in Mark (8:35, 13:13)could indicate a later date (around 90 C.E.), at which time such persecutions were taking place(such as under the reign of Trajan or Domitian) [Wells 75, pp. 82-841, [Wells 82, pp. 107-113].The early Christian view (as shown in Paul's writings) was that Jesus had lived an obscurelife on earth, was rejected and crucified, and did not give signs to demonstrate that he was theMessiah. So where did the gospel view of Jesus as miracle-worker come from? Paul's secondletter to the Corinthians chastises them for being boastful and arrogant, and he mentions those who

S i r   e d   o r   S o r   o r   C o r   o r   i n e   p r i   u   l u d y   t r a   F a l   r a   h a d   d o r e d   a d   a
preach "another Jesus" (2 Corinthians 11:4). The pagan philosopher Celsus wrote (around 178

In Mark, these conflicting traditions are brought together. The beginning of the gospel hasJesus as miracle worker, at the end he is abandoned by his followers and crucified in a humiliatingdeath. Mark attempts to resolve the conflict by introducing the "Messianic secret" --Jesus tellspeople (and demons) to keep silent about his miracles (1:24-25, 1:34, 1:43-44, 3:11-12, 5:43,7:36, 8:26, 8:30, 9:9) and not even his closest followers recognize his Messianic status luckett83, рр. 3-4].
According to Albert Schweitzer [Schweitzer 64, p. 421], Mark wrote when "Jesus was amere name", in order to prevent the gnostics from linking the message of salvation "with Hermes* This misfeature of Paul's Jesus is also recognized in 2 Peter 3:16,a s also in all his [Paul's] letters, speaking in them of these things, in which are somethings hard to understand, which the untaught and unstable distort, as they do also the rest of theScriptures, to their own destruction." [Käsemann 79, p. 239]
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That Mark was not an eyewitness of the accounts he describes is evident from his ignoranceof Palestine of the time. He has Jesus give a teaching regarding women divorcing their husbands(Mark 10:12), when women of that time and place had no such right. His knowledge of Palestiniangeography is also weak. According to Mark 7:31, Jesus traveled "from the region of Tyre, andcame through Sidon to the Sea of Galilee" , even though Sidon is north of Tyre and the Sea ofGalilee to the south. In Mark 8:10, he mentions a district called Dalmanutha which is unknown. InMark 5:1, he mentions the "country of the Gerasenes" on the edge of the sea of Galilee, when infact Gerasa is more than 30 miles southeast of the lake. Matthew 8:28 changes the location toGadara, a spa only eight miles from the lake [Wells 82, p. 230].

Gospels of Matthew and Luke
These two gospels incorporate most of Mark (Matthew has 600 and Luke has 350 verses of Mark's661) and contain additional material. Of the additional material, they have much in common witheach other (over 2 0 0 verses), which indicates that they both had access to a second source which is
no longer extant, usually referred to as Q (short for "Quelle", the German for "source") [Dibelius79, pp. 53-561, [Murphy 86, p. 42]. The interpolated @ document consists mainly of sayings ofJesus, associates him with John the Baptist, but does not mention Pilate or the crucifixion.The Jesus of Q falls somewhere between that of Mark and that of Paul. It depicts Jesus as anobscure and rejected preacher. Q contains only two miracle stories, in which the faith of the personwho requests the cure is emphasized (see Matthew 8:5-13, Luke 7:1-10). Jesus is depicted asbeing similar to John the Baptist, on earth to warn of impending judgment. These elements areprobably based on the Old Testament "Wisdom" traditions, which also influenced Paul's writings(see, for example, Proverbs 1:20-30).

• may h a v e been ei ther ear l ier or later than M a r k , but cou ld not have been very ear ly, as itdoes not refer to Jesus' second coming as imminent (see below). The variations of O material in
Matthew and Luke provide clues for the dating of those gospels. For example, Matthew 22:7marks the introduction of an allusion to the destruction of Jerusalem.

In Matthew 23:34-36, he makes another such reference, when he says that the scribes andPharisees will be punished for the murders of all the righteous, from Abel to "Zechariah, the son ofBerechiah". This latter reference cannot mean Zechariah the prophet, son of Berechiah, as he wasnot murdered. It also cannot mean Zechariah of 2 Chronicles 24:20-21, as his father was Jehoiada.Also, since the list of murders is intended to be from the first to the last, it doesn't make sense to
end with one about 800 years before Jesus, particularly since Matthew 23:34 indicates that some of
those killed are Christians. This passage most likely refers to Zecharias the son of Baruch who (asJosephus says) was put to death by the Jews in the temple in 68 C.E.That Matthew wrote significantly later than 70 C.E. is evident by his attempts to separate thedestruction of the temple from the end of the world in 24:1-3 where, unlike Mark, he has thedisciples ask two questions: when "these things" will be (the destruction of the temple) and "whatwill be the sign of your coming?" Matthew 23:38-39 gives a setting in which the temple and city of

removes the ide tie destr ped, and et i wish less red times, pacing them in an earle ase
In Matthew, Jesus becomes more political. Matthew introduces quotations from the OldTestament to support the representation of Jesus as the Messianic king of Israel, a descendant ofDavid (including inventing some fictional prophecies, such as that in Matthew 2:23, which appearsnowhere in the Old Testament). This gospel has many elements which indicate it was written for aJewish audience (Matthew 5:17, 10:5-6, 15:24, 18:17). It also tries to show, however, thatbecause the Jews had rejected Jesus, salvation was also for gentiles as well (Matthew 21:43, 24:14,28:19).

Luke was certainly written considerably later than 70 C.E. There is good evidence that Lukemade use of material from Josephus' Antiquities, which was not available before 93 C.E. [Wells75, p. 88] Luke, like Matthew, separates the destruction of the temple from the end of the world.Although some (such as [McDowell 81c, pp. 33-35]) claim that Luke has been provenhistorically reliable, there is evidence to the contrary. In Acts 5:34-36, which supposedly takesplace in Jerusalem in the mid-30's, Gamaliel mentions a past claimed Messiah named Theudas, butJosephus says that Theudas made his claims when Fadus was procurator (44-46 C.E.). Gamalielgoes on to mention another uprising under Judas the Galilean at the time of "the census"", after
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118-119]. Acts 7:58, 8:1, 9:21, and 26:10-12 claim that Paul persecuted Christians in Jerusalemand Acts 9:26-28 claims that he went immediately to Jerusalem after his conversion, but Paul statesin Galatians 1:17-23 that he did not go to Jerusalem until three years after becoming a Christian andthat even then he was "still unknown by sight to the churches of Judea" [Käsemann 79, pp.240-2411.
In Luke and Acts, the power and glory of Jesus and the apostles are emphasized (forexample, Acts 6:8, 8:6, 13:9-11). Luke also abandons the idea of a pre-existent redeemer,following Q's lead. He describes Jesus' suffering and death as a necessary part of God's plan forman's salvation, but not as affecting forgiveness of sins (note how Luke deletes the statement ofMark 10:45 that Jesus came to "give his life a ransom for many", instead saying that he is "amongyou as the one who serves" in Luke 22:27).
That the synoptic gospels were written in the order: Mark, Matthew, Luke can also bedemonstrated by the evolution of legends they describe. For example, an account of Jesus' healingbecomes more impressive in the later gospels. In Mark 1:32-34, all the sick are brought to him andhe heals many. In Matthew 8:16 many of the sick are brought to him and he heals them all. InLuke 4:40, all of the sick are brought to him and he heals them all.In Mark 14:62, Jesus says to the Sanhedrin, in answer to the question "Are you the Christ?":"I am; and you shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of Power and coming with theclouds of heaven"', an event which obviously didn't happen. In Matthew 26:64, the passage hasbeen slightly altered to say: "hereafter you shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of. In Luke 22:67, it is completely changed so that Jesus no longer even claims those tryinghim will witness any such event: "But from now on the Son of Man will be seated at the right handof the power of God"

Gospel of John
John, the latest of the gospels, is marked by fully developed legends. He provides details such asnames where the synoptics do not: the harlot who anoints Jesus' feet is Mary and the disciple whoprotests is Judas, the slave whose ear was cu t off is Malchus and the disciple who cut i t o f f isSimon Peter. John also reinterprets traditions about the second coming into a coming of the HolySpirit into the hearts of believers. He also introduces several passages where Jesus gives anintentionally ambiguous teaching and his audience misunderstands (John 2:19-21, 3:3, 4:10-14,4:31-34) not present in the synoptics. Jesus is again described as a pre-existent redeemer (John1:1-5), but one who makes no secret of being the Messiah (John 4:25-26). John also removes theelement of suffering from the crucifixion.It cannot have been written much later than the synoptics, however, since a fragment of itdated around 125 C.E. has been found. A lower bound can be obtained from John 9:22 and 16:2,which indicate a knowledge of Rabbi Gamaliel II's prayer cursing heretical Jews which wasauthorized around 90 C.E. [Wells 75, p. 92] It is generally believed to have been written around100 C.E.

So the latest of the gospels was written no later than 125 C.E. and the earliest no earlier than 70C.E., and probably somewhat later. That the span between the first and last is fairly small isindicated by the fact that John did not seem to be aware of the synoptics and that Clement (writingaround 96 C.E.) was apparently ignorant of all four gospels. The strong divergence between theChristologies of Paul, Q, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John is a problem for those who claim thehistoricity of Jesus. On the other hand, if the Jesus stories were mythical, there would be noeyewitnesses to ensure a single accurate depiction. M o s t scholars w h o believe in a historical Jesus
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Gospel Origins
Most biblical scholars believe that the gospels were assembled from oral and written traditionswhich were circulated independently of each other in the form of "pericopes" (a theory which issupported by recently discovered writings such as the Nag Hammadi documents and three papyri atOxyrhynchus in the Nile valley which consist of sayings of Jesus in Greek). Pericopes are classedinto various "forms". Some example forms are a Sabbath healing (Matthew 12:10-14, Mark 3:1-6,Luke 6:7-11, 13:10-17, 14:1-6) [Bultmann 76, pp. 12-13] and Jesus questioned by opponents(Matthew 19:3-12, 22:15-22, 22:23-33, 22:34-40, Mark 10:2-12, 12:13-17, 12:18-27, 12:28-34,Tito 0-20 2v, 0, 7ach plane Pieces 26 2 7. Tens the a thans if nal ox pell were mem,adding geographical information, etc. [Dibelius 79, p. 28, pp. 66-67| Still, this at times led tow i t h   h i s   d i s e t i p l e s   a f   t h e   t o m p l e   1 o   N e s u s   a L o n e   w i t h   e   t e ,   S a n e s ,   S o r ,   a n d   A n d r   W i T e s   T s
reworked by Matthew and Luke for a smoother flow. Another example is the healing of the blindbeggar in Mark 10:46, which begins clumsily: "And they came to Jericho. And as he was goingout from Jericho..." Matthew and Luke simplify by having the miracle take place on the way to,rather than out of, Jericho (while changing other details, such as adding an additional blind beggar)[Bultmann 76, pp. 213-214].More evidence for independent traditions is given by Jesus' ethical discourses, which appearto be just lists of teachings strung together. The Sermon on the Mount (or Great Sermon),described by both Matthew and Luke, is an example. Matthew's version is much longer and isdelivered from a mountain (Matthew 5:1), while Luke's is delivered from a plain (Luke 6:17).Both begin with a series of virtually identical blessings (Matthew 5:3-11, Luke 6:20-22), both endwith "each tree is known by its own fruit" and the parable of the house built on sand (Matthew7:16-29, Luke 6:43-49) [Bultmann 76, pp. 333-334]. The individual teachings of this sermon arewidely paralleled in both early and late Jewish literature, independently of Christianity [Bultmann76, pp. 111-112], [Wells 71, pp. 70-71]. Many of them strongly resemble parts of The Book ofthe Secrets of Enoch, which was probably written by a Hellenistic Jew from Alexandria in the firstcentury (Barnstone 84, p. 3].

The Dead Sea Scrolls give additional parallels. These scrolls and fragments, which range indate from 100 B.C.E. to 68 C.E., were used by the Jewish sect of Essenes. The Essenes believedthat they had established a "New Covenant" with God and that their leader, the "Teacher ofRighteousness" (who is believed to have lived sometime between 175 B.C.E. and 65 B.C.E.), wasa Messianic figure who would return from the dead at the end of days [Barnstone 84, pp.223-224], [Vermes 85, pp. 35-38, pp. 53-681, [Wells 71, p. 253].There are also parallels in the pagan mystery religions. Such religions had gods born ofvirgins, crucified, and resurrected. The Egyptians had a virgin mother goddess Neith; Horus wasborn of Isis by magical conception; Attis, another crucified savior, was born of Nana, a virgin.Philo of Alexandria, born about 20 B.C.E., suggests that many people of the Old Testament were
born of virgins, including Isaac and Samuel [Wells 71, p. 3 2 . Until the fourth century, the birthof Jesus was celebrated on January 6th. For the cult of Sol Invictus, the festival of Natalis Invictuswas December 25th, which also happened to be the birthday of Egyptian, Persian, Phoenician,Grecian, and Teutonic sun gods. Dionysus, Adonis, Marduk, Osiris, Isis, Mithra, Saturn, Sol,Serapis, Huitzilopochli and Horus were all born on the winter solstice [Carter 85, pp. 45-46],[Wells 71, pp. 32-33]. (Another paganism introduced into Christianity by Emperor Constantinewas his proclamation in 321 C.E. that Sunday be the day of rest. Up until that time the ChristianSabbath had been the same as the Jewish--Saturday.)In northern Europe there was a god named Odin (or Woden, or Wotan), a warrior god wholater became a god of wisdom and creator of man. To learn the secrets of the universe, he had tosuffer, die, and be resurrected. To do this, he had himself crucified on a tree, where he hung fornine days until he was finished off by having a spear stuck into his side. After his sacrificial death,he was resurrected

The Mediterranean Cybelene cultists had a procession through the city during which theycarried the sacred pine tree on which the god Attis had been crucified. This tree was then taken tothe temple, where it was decorated. Attis was another sun god, who was born of a virgin,crucified, and then resurrected each spring [Carter 85], [Wells 71, p. 235].The introduction of crucifixion into myth probably came about in the first two centuriesB.C.E., when it began being used in the region of Palestine. Josephus reports that AntiochusEpiphanes (175-164 B.C.E.) and Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 B.C.E.) crucified Jews. Jannaeus,
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in fact, crucified 800 Pharisees. A Jewish tradition around the second or third centuries claimedJesus was a heretic put to death around 100 B.C.E. by Jannaeus for misleading the people [Wells82, pp. 40-41]. This is supported by the Dead Sea Scrolls, which have been interpreted as sayingthat the Essene "Teacher of Righteousness"", called Joshua (the Greek form is Jesus), was crucifiedby Jannaeus in 88 B.C.E. The Essenes also had baptism, a ritual supper, and called themselves the"men of the New Covenant" [Allegro 84, p. 12, pp. 31-43, p. 49, pp. 82-93, pp. 190-1911,[Vermes 85, pp. 44-47.
Other savior gods who were sacrificed and resurrected include Tammuz, Adonis, and Osiris.Some traditions have Osiris and Attis rising on the third day [Wells 71, p. 47].The betrayal of Jesus by Judas is paralleled in the Old Testament by the sale of Joseph fortwenty shekels of silver by one of his eleven brothers, Judah (Genesis 37:26-28). It has beensuggested that "Iscariot" represents the Aramaic word for "deceit" or "falsehood". Some have alsoclaimed that Judas is close to "Judaeus",', implying that Judas is a mythical character representingthe Jews. In Mark 14:17-21 (and Luke 22:21-23), at the Last Supper, Jesus indicates that one ofthe disciples will betray him, but not which one. Judas is specifically identified, however, inMatthew 26:25, yet the other disciples do not make any attempt to stop him.

their origin. Storevents in demen els do noreau the distence of a mist inal Seus to lainor "immortals" were already common in Egyptian, Greek,Roman, and Jewish myth [Talbert 77, pp. 26-31]. Other similar stories about fictional charactersare known to exist, such as the Swiss legend of William Tell. Some Roman historians regardedHercules as a historical figure. Herodotus believed Attis was the son of a king of Lydia and that thegod Horus was once a ruler of Egypt. Some early Christians believed the pagan savior gods werehistorical (Clement of Alexandria (second century) called them "mere men", Firmicus Maternus(fourth century) believed that Osiris and Typhon were kings of Egypt) [Wells 75, p. 177].
T h e Shroud of Tu r i n
The Shroud of Turin is a fourteen-foot-long linen cloth which has been claimed to be the burial

Dean of the Lirey abbey by Geoffroy de Charny. In 1357, it was investigated by a french bishopnamed Henri de Poitiers, who--as claimed in a letter from Pierre d'Arcis, Henri's successor, toClement VII, the Avignon Pope--"discovered the fraud and how the said cloth had been cunninglypainted, the truth being attested by the artist who had painted it" [Mueller 82, p. 181, [Nickell 83,pp. 12-13]. Clement issued a Papal Bull which allowed exhibition of the cloth, but required that itbe advertised as a "copy or representation". At this point there had been investigations by twobishops, who both found the shroud to be a forgery, and the de Charny family failed to explainhow they had come to possess the cloth (Geoffroy's son said it was "a gift"; Margaret, hisgranddaughter, said it was a spoil of war) [Nickell 83, pp. 16-171.In 1418, when the Hundred Years' War threatened Lirey, Humbert de Villersexel, Margaretde Charny's second husband, issued a receipt for the cloth and other relics and took them to St.Hippolyte sur Doubs for safety with the permission of the Lirey canons. In 1443, the canonsserved notice on Margaret and asked that the relics be returned. Margaret claimed that sinceHumbert was now dead, the receipt was not binding. She refused to return the shroud, but insteadmade annual exhibitions of the cloth. In 1449, she exhibited it in Belgium, which prompted theBishop o f L i è g e to invest igate it. T h e only ev idence Margare t was ab le to supply the investigatorswas her claim that it was a spoil of war and the documents allowing her to exhibit the"representation". In 1453, she sold the cloth to Duke Louis I of Savoy in return for the castle ofVarambon and the manor house and town of Mirabel, near Lyon. I n 1455, Margaret wasexcommunicated for failure to return the shroud to Lirey. Finally, in 1460, she died, without everhaving returned the shroud or given promised compensation. The canons of Lirey had no moresuccess with the House of Savoy, which has retained possession of the shroud until the present[Nickell 83, pp. 17-291.
In 1502, the shroud was moved to a chapel in Chambery, the Sainte Chapelle of the HolyShroud, where it was damaged in a fire in 1532. In 1578 it was moved to Turin, where it hasremained until the present except for seven years during World War Il when it was kept in aBenedictine monastery in the mountains of southern Italy [Nickell 83, pp. 25-27].In 1898, the first photograph of the shroud was taken by Secondo Pia, which found that the



negative image was far sharper than the positive. This resulted in a slow increase in interest in theshroud, with a small group of scientists conducting tests in 1969 and 1973, releasing a report in1976 with mixed results: the image was not that of ordinary painting, but they did not get a positivetest for blood in the "bloodstain" areas. Max Frei, a Swiss criminologist, found pollens on theshroud which indicated that it had been in Palestine, but his conclusions have been disputed, evenby the Shroud of Turin Research Project (STURP) [Nickell 85, p. 101, [Schafersman 82, pp.39-401.
In 1976, John Jackson and Eric Jumper of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory inAlbuquerque, New Mexico, discovered that the shroud image could be interpreted as containingthree-dimensional information about the corpse they assumed it had been wrapped around. InMarch of 1977, Jackson and Jumper organized STURP. STURP came up with the hypothesis thatthe shroud image was caused by a "short burst of radiant energy".

included a description of a medieval rubbing technique which Nickell had used to produce imagesvery much like that on the shroud. STURP claimed that Nickell's image produced in this mannerdoes not have the same "3-D" effect as the shroud, but their test was from a magazine photograph.This "3-D" effect, however, has some methodological problems and produces the curious resultthat if the face is adjusted to show normal relief, the body appears to be in bas-relief [Mueller 82,pp. 24-25], [Nickell 83, pp. 89-91].
In 1981, Kenneth Stevenson of STURP and Gary Habermas of Falwell's Liberty BaptistCollege published Verdict on the Shroud, which claimed that the shroud was that of Jesus and wasproof of the resurrection. This book was disclaimed by STURP, and Stevenson was asked toresign from the project. Legal proceedings were initiated by STURP to require the publisher toprint a disclaimer in the book [Schafersman 82, pp. 52-54]. An example of the sort of argumentHabermas gives is his claim that "Some researchers have asserted that sophisticated methods suchas photographic enhancement and computer analysis are able to identify one of the coins placedover the eyes of the man in the shroud as a lepton of Pontius Pilate, minted between 29-32 A.D."[Habermas 84, pp. 156-157] "Some researchers" means Father Francis Filas, S.J., of the HolyShroud Guild. STURP has disclaimed this, as it is not even possible to tell for sure if there arecoins at all on the eyes, let alone what markings would be on them [Mueller 82, p. 24], [Nickell83, pp. 38-391, [Schafersman 82, p. 517.
Microanalyst Walter McCrone found significant amounts of red iron oxide on image areas ofthe cloth, along with collagen tempera, vermilion, and rose madder, and has concluded that theshroud i s the work of an artist [McCrone 82, pp. 35-361, [Mueller 82, pp. 26-27, pp. 29-311,(Nickell 85, p. 101, [Wells 82, pp. 186-187]. After these findings, McCrone was "drummed out"

was genuine. Their methods, however, have been found faulty.Specifically, the tests they conducted were not specific for blood, and tempera paint can produceresults consistent with theirs [Nickell 83, pp. 127-132, pp. 149-152].The iron oxide accounts for only about 10% of the shroud's image, the rest being accountedfor by the fact that the cloth fibers themselves in image areas are yellowed. STURP's hypothesis isthat the image was caused by a "radiation scorch"', but physicist Dr. Marvin Mueller has shownthat this theory is untenable [Nickell 83, pp. 85-94]. It has since been found that an iron oxidepigment used as long ago as the twelfth century results in a degradation of linen resulting in yellowfibers similar to those that make up the shroud image [Nickell 83, pp. 137-1401.The cloth's weave is a three-to-one herringbone twill, which is suspect as most linens of thefirst century were plain weave. All extant Palestinian linen from the time is plain weave. Sewnalong one side of the shroud is an 8-9 cm wide strip of material of identical weave, without whichthe image would be off-center [Nickell 83, pp. 35-36].The weight of the medical evidence appears to be against the shroud. Dr. Michael M.Baden, deputy chief medical examiner of New York for Suffolk Country, was sought ought byMedical World News as a distinguished pathologist for an objective evaluation of photographs ofthe shroud. Unlike earlier doctors, such as Dr. Pierre Barbet and Dr. Robert Bucklin, who comeup with elaborate rationalizations of problems with the shroud as well as definitive diagnoses,Baden says: "If I had to go into a courtroom, I could not say there was rigor, whether the man wasalive or dead, or that this picture was a true reflection of injuries on the body. In no way do I holdt h s   k i n d   o f   p a t e n   N e c k e l   5 3 ,   p .   1 5 )   T h e   b o o d   m a i n s   a t e   i n a c o u r a e ,   t e r   e x a p l e   B l o o dfrom scalp wounds mats on the hair and does not stream in rivulets as on the shroud (some of the
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"puncture wounds" actually appear to lie outside the outline of the scalp). In addition, dried bloodblackens, while the shroud "blood" is red. Scourge marks would not be visible on a cloth imprint.Shroud proponents have also claimed that the image shows signs of rigor mortis, but Baden saysthat "'one cannot look at pictures of a body and detect rigor mortis". They also claim that the shroudis anatomically accurate, which means that they have rationalized away the facts that the rightforearm is longer than the left, the right pectoral muscle is broader than the left, the right elbow isdisplaced outward, the front leg measurement is excessive, the fingers are excessively long, thearm span is greater than the height, and the face is asymmetrical [Mueller 82, pp. 25-261, [Nickell83, pp. 57-75], [Schafersman 82, p. 45], [Wells 82, pp. 183-184].The shroud image also does not correlate with the gospel accounts and with Jewish burial

the body is wrapped up with spices and a separate covering used for the head. The hands are alsocrossed on the chest, not over the genitals Nicke l l 83, p. 55]. Those promoting the shroud'sauthenticity claim that Jesus' burial was hurried, and that these practices were not followed.In all, the facts seem to fit the work of a medieval artist much better than the burial cloth ofJesus. This has not, however, stopped reference to it as evidence for the historicity of Jesus([Edwards 86], [Habermas 84]).

Judeo-Christian Conception o f God
We have seen that there are problems with the orthodox Christian view of Jesus. Now what aboutthe Judeo-Christian conception of God as an omnipotent, omniscient, omnibenevolent creator?Again we find some problems.

Problem of Evil
The problem of evil is that it is contradictory for an all-knowing, all-powerful, and all-loving (orwhol ly g o o d god to exis t g iven the wor ld as we k n o w it. For it is undeniable that there is evil inthis world. An all-loving god surely would not allow such things as natural disasters and Hitler'sgenocide to occur if he were capable of preventing them. If he were not capable of preventingthem, he would not be all-powerful. If he were unaware of them, he would not be all-knowing[Mackie 55, pp. 64-65], [Johnson 81, pp. 99-1001, [Smith 79, p. 621.It is sometimes argued that there could be no good without evil. This is highly implausible.It might be that if everything was good that no one would notice it and there would be no word for"good" in the language, but it does not follow that the property "good" would not exist. Even if weallow this argument, all that would be necessary for good to exist would be the slightest possibleamount of evil. Theists do not view the evil in the world as minute, necessary, and welcome[Mackie 82, pp. 151-152].

Similarly, it has been argued that the world as a whole is better with some evil in it than itwould be without any evil. This argument says that evil things such as pain, suffering, and diseaseand dissible couraordin vis, preisme and Thai ess e least or de goons pain, coring,, and courage,kindness, and heroism as "second-order goods". By this argument, second-order goods outweighthe first-order evils which make them possible. It says that a wholly-good god would not eliminateall evil, b e c a u s e a w o r l d with these firs t -order evils is really the best of all poss ible worlds. Thep r o b l e m w i t h this a rg u m e n t is t h a t t he re a r e su rp lus fi r s t - o r d e r ev i l s w h i c h d o no t producesecond-order goods and that there are second-order evils which also result from first-order evils:such traits as cowardice and callousness [Mackie 82, pp. 153-1551.It can also be argued that evil is necessary as a means to good. But using means to an endimplies the use of causal laws which have no mean ing to an omnipotent god. A n omnipoten t beinghas no need for means to achieve any particular ends [Mackie 82, pp. 152-153].The usual Christian argument is that God does not prevent evil things because he allows usour free will. But would it be impinging upon our free will to prevent an earthquake, or to haveHitler die of a heart attack? Why not allow men to continue making good free choices, but stopthem when they choose evil? [Mackie 55, p. 69] If God cannot or is not willing to do things whichconflict with our free will, then prayer is useless. God cannot answer prayer when it conflicts withanyone's free will. Yet John Wesley said, "God does nothing but in answer to prayer."And if God is omnipotent, why did he not create men who had free will but yet would
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always freely choose good? If it is claimed that the making of wrong choices is necessary for freewill, then "free will" must mean randomness with regard to choosing between good and evil. Butif this is so, man cannot be held responsible for his actions [Mackie 55, p. 69], [Mackie 82, pp.162-1761, Feinberg 85, pp. 338-342]. In other words, if Adam and Eve really were createdpertect, they should not have made wrong decisions, regardless of how much "free will" they had.If "free will" is incompatible with perfection, which quality does God have?It is also the case that every excuse to make the real world consistent with the existence of agood god could be used in reverse. We could say that God allows free will so that men couldfreely do evil things--an evil freely chosen is more evil than a coerced evil [Johnson 81, p. 107).
If God creates the rules by which good and evil are judged, yet is not bound by these rules,then anything he does is automatically right--even if that is to send all atheists to heaven and allChristians to hell. But clearly he is bound by these rules, or else when Christians call him "good"they are using a meaningless expression. If he is above the rules of good and evil, it makes nosense to call him either [Johnson 81, p. 91].

Problem of Hell
The idea of eternal punishment for the sins of a single lifetime is also contradictory with the idea ofa benevolent and just god. The following quote from Arthur Schopenhauer's "The ChristianSystem" illustrates this well:

We are told that this God, who prescribes forbearance and forgiveness of everyfault, exercises none himself, but does the exact opposite; for a punishment whichcomes at the end of all things, when the world is over and done with, cannot havefor its object either to improve or deter, and is therefore pure vengeance.
Christians may say that God doesn't send people to hell, they send themselves to hell by not freelychoosing to accept his forgiveness. By "sending themselves to hell" they must mean that there aresome natural rules outside of God over which he has no control. An omnibenevolent god wouldnot condemn anyone to infinite punishment for finite sins. If this same god were omnipotent, hewould not allow such a thing to happen even if it was ordained by some natural rules not created by

reproducing itself there will be many more victims. If he were all-loving and all-powerful, he couldand would easily stop the deliberate production of victims for eternal punishment [Johnson 81, pp.112-113].

Some Christians say that hell is merely being separated from God, and that God separateshimself from those who do not accept salvation because he does not want sin around him.Ignoring the claim of God's omnipresence, this works out a little bit better for the Christian, but theBible explicitly states that those who are not saved will be "thrown into the lake of fire" (Revelation20:15). This is clearly not just "separation from God"!

Problem of Abortion and MissionariesIf God sends aborted babies to hell, he is incredibly unjust-those babies never even had a chancefor salvation. Such a god could not possibly be omnipotent, omnibenevolent, and omniscient.If he does not condemn aborted babies to hell, the Christian is taking an exceedingly evilposition by being against abortion. Since most people who are born do not become Christians, theprohibition of abortion causes more souls to be created which will be tortured for all eternity in hell.If aborted babies go to neither heaven nor hell, then the soul must not be created until somelater time and Christians still have no reason to be against abortion except among themselves, astheir own children have a much greater chance of achieving salvation.(Note that the common Christian doctrine of an "age of accountability" --an age before whichchildren are not damned to hell--has no biblical basis whatsoever.)
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A similar problem is posed by missionaries. If God sends those who have never had achance for salvation to hell, such as those in remote parts of the world, those who lived far fromthe Holy Land during the time of Jesus, and those who lived before Jesus, he is again guilty ofterrible injust ice. But if he only sends to hell those who hear the gospel and reject it, thenmissionaries are guilty of damning many people.
Some Christians say that Jesus descended into hell to free the patriarchs and that he willsimilarly give those who never heard of him during their lives a chance at heaven. Jesus' descentinto hell is not described in the Bible, only in such works as the apocryphal gospels ofBartholomew and Nicodemus [Barnstone 84, pp. 350-358, pp. 359-380] (though alluded to inMatthew 12:40 and Ephesians 4:8-10), however, and the latter theory is not supported by anyscripture. Even if it were correct it would give those who were offered salvation during their livesan unfair disadvantage.

Problem of God's Moral SuperiorityIf God is truly omniscient, he must know what it is like to feel jealousy, hatred, and lust. But thereis a difference between knowledge about something and actually experiencing it. If God has directexperiential knowledge of these things, he is guilty of sin (Matthew 5:28) and is not morallysuperior to humans. If he does not have experiential knowledge of these things, he is not trulyomniscient and has no basis on which to judge human beings [Johnson 81, pp. 113-114].
Paradox of OmnipotenceThis paradox is commonly seen in the form of the question, "Can God make a rock so heavy hecan't lift it?" If a being is omnipotent, he should be able to predict his own future actions. But heshould also be able to act other than as he predicted, which means that he cannot predict his ownfuture actions. Because of these examples, omnipotence is usually viewed as not including theability to do things which are logically impossible (i.e., self-contradictory). But there are logicallypossible scenarios in which the paradox remains: can an omnipotent being make things he cannotcontrol, or make rules which bind himself?

A parallel to this paradox is the Paradox of Sovereignty, described by the question, "Can alegal sovereign make a law restricting its own future legislative power?" This can be solved bydistinguishing between first-order laws (ordinary laws) and second-order laws (laws governing thelegislature, or making of laws). There are then two corresponding orders of sovereignty, each withunlimited authority to make laws of the same order. A legislature with second-order sovereigntycan take away the first-order sovereignty of later legislatures.What this means with respect to the concept of omnipotence may be seen by distinguishingbetween first- and second-order omnipotence, where first-order omnipotence is the unlimitedpowers dies na have. it mao de consistent claim th that sod aways des i t ordaromnipotence, but this means that no other things have powers to act independently of god(uncontrollably). If god has second-order omnipotence, however, he can use it to limit himself--totake away his own first-order omnipotence, which would also take away his second-orderomnipotence (for if he were to take away his power to determine actions he would be unable to actto make has he parado- emains cante seto bo examining queste 5, a an ipotent beingmake things he cannot control?" It can be argued that the answer is no, because "things anomnipotent being cannot control" is a contradiction. But it can equally well be argued that theanswer is yes. A being with second-order omnipotence could create a thing with the capacity ofmaking uncontrolled choices. To control its choices would be to control a thing omnipotently madeuncontrollable--this would be the contradiction. In distinguishing orders of omnipotence, it iscompletely consistent for a being with all orders of omnipotence to bind himself [Mackie 82, pp.160-161].
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THE CLAIMS OF THEISM
Theism is the belief in some god or gods. It based on the assumption that there is a supernaturalrealm, an existence outside of existence. By its very nature it appears to be incomprehensible, butthat has not stopped theologians from attempting to explain such beliefs. The following are someexaminations of such attempts.

Natural Theology
Natural theology is the attempt to provide rational arguments for the existence of God, as opposedto using emotion, "faith" , or mysticism. The following are the most common "logical" argumentsfor the existence of God.

The ontological argument (invented by Saint Anselm) says that man has an idea of a most perfectbeing, God, and that existence is an attribute of this God, since an otherwise perfect being whichdid not have the attribute of existence would not be as perfect as a perfect being who did exist.Therefore, since the idea of existence is contained in the idea of a most perfect being, God mustexist. The conclusion does not follow from the premises. From the argument made, one canmerely conclude that the idea of an existing perfect God must exist, not that a perfect God musthimself exist.
Anselms response is that a person (a fool, he says) with an idea of "a being than whichnothing greater can be conceived" is contradicting himself. For to say that such a conception existsonly in the mind is to admit that something greater can be conceived, a being which has actualexistence. But under this interpretation Anselm himself is guilty of contradiction, claiming boththat the fool can have an idea of "a being than which nothing greater can be conceived" and thatthere is indeed a greater being which can be conceived. In effect, Anselm is claiming that the fool'sconception includes the notion of nonexistence (i.e., a "not-really-existing being than whichnothing greater can be conceived"). But there is no reason to suppose this is so. One can have aconcept of such a being without the assumption of its being or not being instantiated in reality.One can go on to revise Anselm's concept to "a being than which nothing greater can beconceived and which cannot be conceived not to exist". But it is just a higher-level questionwhether this concept is in fact instantiated or not. There is no contradiction in saying that "there isno being than which nothing greater can be conceived and which cannot be conceived not to exist."As Immanuel Kant said, "Whatever, and however much, our concept of an object may contain, wemust go outside it, if we are to ascribe existence to the object." [Mackie 82, pp. 42-631, [Rowe 74,pp. 8-17]

The cosmological argument (which may take several forms, most common of which is the "firstcause" argument) says that every effect requires adequate cause, everything that exists must have anexplanation for its existence (the Principle of Sufficient Reason). Since the universe exists, it musthave been caused--by God.This has an obvious flaw: what was the cause of God? This is answered by the claim thatGod is a self-existent being. But this really doesn't solve anything because the universe (all thatexists) can likewise be viewed as self-existent. This theory is a simpler explanation fitting knownfacts, and therefore better by Occam's Razor. To claim that God is a necessarily existing beingwho terminates the regress is to fall back upon the ontological argument [Mackie 82, p. 251].Another problem with using this argument as support for the reasonableness of belief in Godis that it can only demonstrate the existence of some uncaused first cause (or uncaused first causes)in the past. It does not demonstrate that this uncaused first cause should be identified with God orthat the first cause still exists in the present [Mackie 82, pp. 81-101], [Rowe 78, pp. 20-27],[Russell 57, pp. 6-71, [Smith 79, pp. 235-256].
The argument from design (teleological argument) says that the universe is ordered and could nothave arisen by chance, but must have been designed by God."Order", however does not imply design (an example of undesigned order is ineconomics--the laws of supply and demand). The alternative supplied i n theargument--"chance"--is bogus. It does not follow that if the universe was not planned that itoccurred by chance. Rather, things that exist behave in certain ways due to the nature of theirexistence (things have specific, determinate characteristics). Thus the real alternative to
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supernatural planning is natural necessity. It is interesting that both the existence of natural law andany events which appear to violate natural law are claimed as evidence for the existence of God.The claim is also made that the universe exhibits design in the same way humanly-designedartifacts (such as a watch) exhibit design, and that we can identify objects of God's design in muchthe same way we identify objects as products of human design. This doesn't work, though,because the very way we identify objects of human design is by identifying how they differ fromobjects which occur in nature. We do not mistake trees for objects of human construction becausewe do not view them as designed
The fact that the eye is composed of many parts which all work together interacting closely isno proof of God, either. A random whirl of dust particles also must work together interactingclosely to give one particular result over another. If the interaction of the parts of the eye is referredto as an "intended result"', this assumes the very thing it is trying to prove. It may also be referredto as a "useful result", but this does not prove that it was intended. Indeed, uranium is useful inmaking atomic bombs, does this mean that God intended them to be built?Finally, the argument from design has a problem similar to the cosmological argument. Ifthe exhibition of order is demonstration of design, than surely a complex being such as asupernatural designer must also have been designed [Paley 1802, pp. 28-32], [Hume 1777, pp.137-1491, [Hume 1779, pp. 33-641, [Johnson 81, pp. 37-591, [Mackie 82, pp. 133-149], [Russell57, pp. 7-111, [Smith 79, pp. 257-272].

Pascal ' s Wager
Blaise Pascal said that God's existence could be looked upon as a fifty-fifty betting proposition. Ifyou assume God exists and he does not, you have lost nothing. But if you assume he does notexist and he does, you lose your soul [Pascal 10, pp. 89-911.The problem with this is that it assumes that all that is necessary for salvation is a belief inGod's existence which may be based purely on self-interest. In other words, it assumed that Godis vain and persuaded by flattery. A god may exist but damn anyone who bets on his existencemerely for reasons of prudence. A god may value independence, skepticism, and reason and offersalvation only to those w h o d o not believe in his existence. It could a lso be (and is in fact believedby most religions) that more than simply believing in a god's existence is necessary for salvation.Another problem is that forcing oneself to believe in God simply on the basis of the Wagerrequires the subversion of one's critical faculties and loss of the worldly happiness one could haveif free from religious commitment [Johnson 81, p. 97] [Mackie 82, pp. 200-203], [Smith 79, pp.182-184].

What i s a god?
Is a claim such as "there is a god" really a meaningful assertion? If so, then it is equivalent todenying the proposition "there is not a god". But what exactly is the theist denying when he says itis not the case that "there is not a god"? If nothing is denied by denying this assertion, then nothingis asserted with the claim "there is a god" [Flew 55, p. 72].The theist who simply makes the assertion that "there is a god" needs to define what "god"means. Without definingw i t h o u t   d e f i n i n g   t h e   w o r d   b o r k   h e   i s   s a r i n g   n o t h i n g   m o r e   t h a n   i f   h e   h a d   s a i d   " b l o r k s   e x i s

' This "belief" does not differ from having no belief whatsoever.If god is completely unknowable, then the concept of "god" is without content. To claim that

79, pp. 29-39, p. 44].

For this reason most theists assert that god is, in some sense, knowable. They claim that godis a supernatural (or transcendent) being. This, however, tells us nothing about god, it merely tellsus what god is not. It says that god is not part o f the universe and has no natural existence. But toexist is to b e s o m e t h i n g r a t h e r than n o t h i n g , t o h a v e s p e c i fi c a t t r ibu tes a n d fea tu res . B u t a s s ign ingdefinite characteristics to god is to limit his capacities. For this reason theists introduce attributessuch as eternal, immortal, immutable, infinite, invisible, all-loving, omnipotent, omniscient,omnipresent, perfect, and supreme [Smith 79, p. 47].But again many of these terms do not tell us anything of what god is, only what he is not--he
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atebut henge, he is ot be distinguished tro horacterit au. To dising in belies on segativebelief in nothing, positive attributes must be used. In addition, one cannot state negative attributesabout god without having some positive knowledge of what he is. It is not possible to know whatqualities are incompatible with something which is unknowable [Smith 79, pp. 52-53].If we apply ordinary terms such as "wise" or "loving" to god, we have reduced god to ananthropomorphic level and limited him. If god has knowledge and this knowledge is the same sortas that with which we are familiar, it must have been learned and verified. If not, the word"knowledge" is being used in a completely different manner and incomprehensible manner. It maybe offered that we may analogically predicate these terms to god in the same way we do to otherspecies, such as intelligence to a dog. We do this, however, by having first-hand, non-analogicalknowledge of what we mean by "dog". We do not have such knowledge of god. To say that"divine goodness is to god as human goodness is to man" tells us nothing unless we have directknowledge of god's nature. If we claim that a "blork" possesses wisdom in proportion to itsnature, and that its wisdom is different in kind from man's and that a "blork"'s nature isunknowable, we have contributed nothing to our understanding of what a "blork" is [Smith 79, pp.57-60].

Thus the theist introduces the "unlimited attribute", terms such as "omnipotent"
"omnibenevolent" means without limits to love. These terms still do not give us anycomprehensible knowledge of what god is [Smith 79, pp. 51-54].
George H. Smith [Smith 79, pp. 60-62] gives a set of criteria for evaluating attributes of god andtheir intelligibility:

1. Is the attribute internally consistent?
2. Is the attribute consistent with the other proposed attributes of God?
3. Is the attribute applied within the proper context?
4. Does the attribute give us positive knowledge of God's nature?5. Is the attribute knowable?
6. Is the attribute compatible with known facts?

As is demonstrated elsewhere in this pamphlet, the qualities "wholly good", "omniscient","omnipotent", and "omnibenevolent" all fail to meet these criteria. With no characteristics whichmay be meaningfully applied to god without limiting his nature, the concept is completely

Reason a n d Faith
With reason incapable of supporting the concept of god (let alone a belief in god), most theists willattack reason as insufficient as a method of obtaining knowledge and argue that faith is required inaddition to or in place of it.

Reason says that for a belief to be knowledge, it must be justified: based on good evidence,noel, wants to e done in canna cion previous lidated ve me doe Tatichaiydemonstrated. To do this, he claims the beliefs as knowledge on the basis of faith, arguing thatthere are some aspects of existence which cannot be rationally demonstrated. This is the casebecause faith is only possible in the absence of reason. If something can be demonstrated byreason, faith is superfluous. And so faith must entail irrational belief. As George Smith states[Smith 79, p. 110]:
Reason is the faculty by which man acquires knowledge; rational demonstrat ion isthe p rocess by which m a n ver ifies his k n o w l e d g e claims. A belief based on reasonis a belief that has been examined for evidence, internal coherence, and consistencywith previously established knowledge. There can be no propositions beyond the"limits of reason". To advocate that a belief be accepted without reason is toadvocate that a belief be accepted without thought and without verification.
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Theists argue that faith and reason are completely compatible, that the propositions of reason do notcontradict the propositions of faith. This is only because they refuse to allow suchcontradictions--when contradictions occur, they claim that it is either a result of a defect in ourreasoning capacity or that the proposition of faith was not really true, but rather the result of amisinterpretation of a divine source. An example of the latter is how the Catholic Church insistedthat the geocentric theory of the solar system was correct and forced Galileo to renounce hisheliocentric belief, yet now it is claimed that the geocentric belief was based on incorrect dogma.Another example is the conflict between the Christian theory of creation and the theory ofevolution. Many Christians have resorted to the second method of resolving the contradictionbetween reason and faith, interpreting the Genesis accounts as allegorical. But there are still thosewho are using the first method, insisting that the reasons supporting evolution are in some wayflawed. Where the Bible and truth are found to conflict, the atheist says the Bible should bediscarded, the liberal theist says the interpretation must be revised, and the fundamentalist saysreason is wrong.

Universal (or radical) skepticism says that there is no such thing as knowledge, that there is no wayfor man to determine truth. But by stating that there is no knowledge, the universal skeptic ismaking a knowledge claim and undermining his argument-the wishes to claim truth for the theorythat denies the ability to arrive at truth. The main problem here is that the skeptic is equatingknowledge and certainty with infallibility. When the skeptic says that because man is capable oferror he is possible in any given instance to have committed an error, he is implicitly affirmingseveral logical principles: the Law of Contradiction (no proposition can be both true and false at thesame time in the same respect, the Law of Identity (any thing is itself, and the Law of theExcluded Middle (something is either A or not-A). These all follow directly from there being sucha thing as an "error"
It is man's very fallibility which requires reason--a way to discriminate between justified andunjustified beliefs. The position of universal skepticism, even if it were coherent, would beirrelevant, for all it establishes is that man is fallible and therefore any concepts of knowledge orcertainty which require infallibility are inapplicable to man.But it does not follow from the fact that man is inherently fallible to claim that he is alwayswrong. If the skeptic is to attack a knowledge claim he must attack the evidence, not just appeal tofallibility.
The theist says that we reject universal skepticism because we have "faith" in reason, that wecannot prove that our alleged knowledge of reality is accurate. We accept the existence of

understand the question.
The theist may also attack logic. The three laws mentioned above (Laws of Identity,Excluded Middle, and Contradiction) have no premises from which they can be derived, andtherefore cannot be proved without circular reasoning. For this reason, the theist claims we mustaccept them on faith. This is, however, false. They are accepted as truths on the basis ofself-evidence and on pragmatic grounds (i.e., the deducible consequences result in a complete andconsistent system which works) [Quine 78, pp. 35-49].It is also claimed that faith is required in order to believe an external universe exists.Solipsism, or lack of belief in an external universe, suffers from the same problems as universalSkepticism. As a truth identifies a fact of reality, if there is no reality to be identified, there can beno truth. To argue against the existence of an external universe is to remove oneself from thesphere of rational discourse.Finally, it is claimed that faith is required for belief in science. Because the claims of scienceare constantly undergoing revision, the theist ays we cannot have any certainty. This is false. Fora proposition to be "'certain" means that within the context of one's knowledge, evidence for thatSuch a claim of certainty does not require infallibility orp r o p s c i t n c e ,   a n d   s u c h   a   C a i m   i s   n o t t o   c a i m   t h e   i n p o s s i r y   o f e r o r   ( n o u g h   t i s   1 s   T h d e d   tcase with some mathematical and logical truths). Depending on the degree of evidence available,any given scientific law is possible, probable, or certain. Science is no more accepted on faith thanany other branch of knowledge. To deny certainty in science is to deny certainty in the otherbranches, which leads back to universal skepticism [Smith 79, pp. 130-162].



Atheism
Atheism, contrary to popular belief, does not mean disbelief in god, but rather without a belief ingod. The common notion of atheism is a subset of the actual meaning. This means that the term'agnostic" is not on the same level as "theist" or "atheist". The theism/atheism dichotomydistinguishes between belief and lack of belief in god, agnostics are those who believe that reasoncannot be used to determine whether or not there is a god. Agnosticism is not a halfway pointbetween theism and atheism, but rather a variation of either.
Theists often argue against atheism by claiming that without god, life has no meaning. But whatmeaning does life have with god? If there is an eternal afterlife, life on earth is just a drop in thebucket. If man is totally dependent on god, what kind of significance can his life have? If onemust obey god's will in order to avoid damnation, then existence is eternal bondage rather thanindependent freedom. Without god, life is all we have, and it becomes therefore more significant.The purpose of life is whatever you wish to make of it. To ask "why is there life?" is pointless,with or without god. If there is a god, then why does god exist? What is the reason for hisexistence?

But, the theist says, man cannot be happy if he knows he will die and that there is no largerpurpose to the universe and existence. But theistic "happiness" requires dependence on anotherbeing, faith, devotion, and credulity. Is this really a reasonable definition of what it is to be happy?To the humanist, life is to be lived to its fullest. Not merely through hedonistic pleasure, butthrough the satisfaction of basic human needs, interaction with others, being a part of thecommunity, living creatively and freely [Kurtz 83, pp. 153-168].
Theists also claim that without god there can be no morality. But this is in directcontradiction to thousands of years of ethics based on critical intelligence. Socrates, Democritus,Aristotle, Epicurus, Epictetus, Spinoza, Erasmus, Hume, Voltaire, Kant, Bentham, Mill, G.E.Moore, Bertrand Russell, John Dewey, and many others have contributed to the field of ethicsindependent of revealed religion. Theistic morality is based on arbitrary doctrines that are not to bequestioned, while atheistic morality is based on ethical principles derived by reason and subject tocritical evaluation [Kurtz 83, pp. 17-18, pp. 155-156].
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CONCLUSION
The examination of the claims of Christian fundamentalism, of orthodox Christianity, and of theismhas found them all to be wanting. As stated in "A Secular Humanist Declaration" ([Kurtz 83, pp.18-19]):

We are doubtful of traditional views of God and divinity. Symbolic andmythological interpretations of religion often serve as rationalizations for a

most effectively understood by scientific inquiry. We are always open to thediscovery of new possibilities and phenomena in nature. However, we find thattraditional views of the existence of God are either meaningless, have not yet beendemonstrated to be true, or are tyrannically exploitative. Secular humanists may beagnostics, atheists, rationalists, or skeptics, but they find insufficient evidence forthe claim that some divine purpose exists for the universe. They reject the idea thatGod has intervened miraculously in history or revealed himself to a chosen few, orthat he can save or redeem sinners. They believe men and women are free and areresponsible for their own destinies and that they cannot look toward sometranscendent Being for salvation.
I do not expect this pamphlet, however, to be convincing to Christians. The reason for this issimple: the Christian builds his belief upon unfalsifiable claims and then asserts that the burden ofproof rests upon the nonbeliever to disprove the claims. Within the "reality" of the Christian, allpossible evidence supports his claims and there is nothing he will accept as evidence against them.For example, if the claim is that prayer can cure illness, a patient's death "proves" that he lackedfaith [Watzlawick 76, p. 50].

Another example is the very definition of "Christian". When the evils performed in the nameof Christianity over history are pointed out to a Christian, a common response is that the peopleresponsible for such activities were not "true Christians" ' Similarly, it also seems to be anassumption that any "true Christian" cannot cease to be a Christian. A pastor at a local churchwrote a letter to me in which he said "I understand that you once claimed to be a Christian."(Emphasis added.) Thus Christian apostasy is defined out of existence. The absurdity of suchmaneuvering is shown by Antony Flew [Flew 75, p. 47]:
An equally simple, but actual, example of this No-true-Scotsman Move wasprovided by Black Power leader Stokely Carmichael during a visit to London someyears ago. H e was arguing the thesis that the world is now div ided betweenexploiting white men and exploited coloured people: "What about Castro?" askedone member of his audience, "What about Che Guevara?" "I don't," retorted Mr.Carmichael, "consider them white."

The Christian black & white view of reality is succinctly described by Friedrich Nietzsche[Nietzsche 68, p. 125]:
In Christianity neither morality nor religion come into contact with reality at anypoite ching but imagina mages cry s o d e m o n w e"punishment",, "forgiveness of sins"). A traffic between imaginary beings ('God","spirits", "souls"); an imaginary natural science (anthropocentric; complete lack ofthe concept of natural causes); an imaginary psychology (nothing butself-misunderstandings, interpretations of pleasant or unpleasant general feelings,for amus thieligio cos nervenanies sing of conscience,sign-language of religio-moral idiosyncrasy--"repentance","temptation by the Devil"', 'the proximity of God"); an imaginary teleology ("theKingaom of God", "the Last Judgment", "eternal life"). This purely fictitious worldis distinguished from the world of dreams, very much to its disadvantage, by thefact that the latter mirrors actuality, while the former falsifies, disvalues, and deniesactuality.
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APPENDIX: THE FUNDAMENTALIST THREAT
Fundamentalist Christianity has had a significant influence on American society within the last fewyears, as a result of media blitzes and political action. The following are some examples of whatthe fundamentalist leaders are saying and doing.

Richard Viguerie
Richard A. Viguerie, of the Richard A. Viguerie Company of Falls Church, Virginia, runs one ofthe largest direct mail fundraising companies in the country. He has raised money for such
organizations and individuals as the Panama Canal Truth Squad, Gun Owners of America, theAmerican Security Council, Citizens for Decency Through Law, Terry Dolan's National
Conservative Political Action Committee (NCPAC), the Conservative Caucus, and the Committee
for the Survival of a Free Congress, Senators Jesse Helms (NC), Jim McClure (D), Orrin Hatch(UT), William Armstrong (CO), John Warner (VA), and Representatives Philip Crane (IL),Mickey Edwards (OK), Larry McDonald (GA), and Phil Gramm (TX). Viguene also publishes the
magazine Conservative Digest [Conway 82, pp. 83-84, 87].

Paul Weyrich
Paul Weyrich, the director of the Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress (CSFC), apolitical action committee founded in 1974 with help from Joseph Coors and Richard Viguerie, isalso heavily involved with fundamentalist groups. In 1973, Weyrich and Coors founded the
Heritage Foundation, a new right think tank. In 1978, he set up the Free Congress Research andCourtin ou coation of over ouria and special interest 1 be le med coon unde entaisyissues such as abortion.

In September 1979, Weyrich formed the Religious Roundtable with Howard Phillips (afounding member of Young Americans for Freedom and founder of the Conservative Caucus with
Viguerie), Viguerie, Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson (who later resigned), and James Robison[Conway 82, pp. 90-931.

In the same year, Falwell started the Moral Majority after meeting with Weyrich and Howard
Phillips. In fact, it was Weyrich who came up with the name.

Also in 1979, he formed Christian Voice, a fundamentalist political organization. On itscongressional advisory committee were Senators Gordon Humphrey (NH), Roger Jepsen (IA),James McClure ( I ) , and Orrin Hatch (UT). The statement of purpose of Christian Voice says, inpart: "We believe that America, the last stronghold of faith on this planet, has come under
increasing attack from Satan's forces in recent years.... The standards of Christian morality (long
a r e   n o w   u n d e r   t h e   o n s i a u g h t   l a u n c h e d   b y   t h e   r u l e r s   o f   d a r t a n e s s   o f   t h i s   w o t e   a n d   n i t o u s
sustained under the ever more liberal ethic." [Conway 82, pp. 31-32] In its first year, Christian
Voice tried to pass legislation to proclaim the United States a "Christian nation". In 1980 it issued
"moral report cards" on U.S. Senators and Congressmen, and formed a subsidiary group calledChristians for Reagan. These report cards were authored by Gary Jarmin of Christian Voice, a
former Moonie who is still on good terms with the Unification Church. Along with Tim LaHayeand other fundamentalists, he operates the Moon-financed Coalition for Religious Freedom.

In 1981, the C o u n c i l for Nat ional Pol icy was formed. A m o n g its f ound ing m e m b e r s were
Paul weyrich, Richard Viguerie, Howard Phillips, Phyllis Schafly, Tim LaHaye, Joseph Coors,and Bunker Hunt.

Howard Phillips
In addition to the organizations already mentioned (Young Americans for Freedom, Conservative
Caucus, Moral Majority, Council for National Policy), Phillips is on the national advisory board of
an organization formed in 1986 in Chandler, Arizona called the Committee for American Freedom
& Enterprise (CAFE). Also listed on this board are Roy Cohn, who was the chief counsel forSenator Joseph McCarthy during the McCarthy hearings and was disbarred in New York State in adispute over fees shortly before his death in August 1986 (allegedly of AIDS); Brigadier GeneralAndrew Gatsis, also on the national council of the John Birch Society; former Congressman Daniel
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Crane (IL), who was censured by the House for his affair with a 17-year-old female page; formerCongressman George Hansen (ID), who was recently sentenced to prison for filing false financial
Statements with Congress; Bob Jones III, president of fundamentalist Bob Jones University; Major
General George S. Patton III, son of the famous WWIl general; and Major General John A.Singlaub, chairman of the Phoenix-based U.S. Council for World Freedom, a group associatedwith the World Anti-Communist League. (As reported in an article by Laurie Roberts in theArizona Republic on September 25, 1986.)

Terry Dolan
John Terry Dolan founded NCPAC in 1975 with Roger Stone and Charles Black (who both laterleft. NCPAC got off to an effective start with endorsements by Ronald Reagan and Jesse Helms.
Helms signed a fundraising letter for NCPAC which requested contributions "because your taxdollars are being used to pay for grade school courses that teach our children that cannibalism, wifeswapping and the murder of infants and the elderly are acceptable behavior". In 1978 NCPAC

[Conway 82, pp.
In 1984, NCPAC received a $500,000 donation from CAUSA, Rev. Sun Myung Moon'santi-communist organization [Weaver 86, p. 161.

Tim LaHaye
Tim LaHaye is probably the person most responsible for defining "secular humanism" as the rootof all evil. He claims that the tenets of humanism are atheism, evolution, amorality, and conceptsa "tion tomous, self wined Monina socialistion to e gio Condom, he one of the
leaders of the Moral Majority and head of the American Coalition for Traditional Values (ACTV).
The Institute for Creation Research was originally started as a part of his Christian HeritageCollege, but later became independent under Henry Morris. LaHayes wife, Beverly, is founder ofConcerned Women for America and was appointed to Reagan's Family Policy Advisory Board.

Bill Bright
Bill Bright is the founder of Campus Crusade for Christ, International, formed in 1951 at UCLA,

Moss, Arizona Congressman John Conlan, and Ed McAteer.Campus Crusade is perhaps the best-funded fundamentalist evangelical organization in theworld. In 1976, it ran an evangelism campaign called "Here's Life, America" (known for its "Ifound it!" bumper stickers) which was launched in 246 major cities and thousands of small towns.The technique used was to saturate a community with media messages, then break down targetareas into neighborhood blocks of fifty homes, each assigned to a Crusade volunteer who wouldtry to get the occupants to accept Jesus and join the nearest participating church. Bright's goal wasto convert 25 million, but his own final count was only 532,000 [Conway 82, pp. 140-141].In 1977, "Here's Life, America" became "Here's Life, World'. Nelson Bunker Hunt, sonof H.L. Hunt, contributed $10 million for starters, then sent letters to other millionaires asking forfunds. By 1981 he had raised $220 million of the $1 billion goal, from such people as Sen.William Armstrong (CO), Gerald Ford, Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski, astronaut JamesIrwin, Roy Rogers, and quarterbacks Roger Staubach and Terry Bradshaw [Conway 82, p. 144].Campus Crusade has many "subministries"', such as Athletes in Action, a Military Ministry,an Executive Ministry, a High School Ministry, a Camping Ministry, a Prison Ministry, Drama andMusic Ministries, Agape Ministries (a "Christian Peace Corps"), and a "Christian Embassy" inWashington, D.C. which has a $900,000 annual budget. One of Campus Crusade's traveling
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lecturers is Josh McDowell, who mainly speaks to teenagers about sex.
Campus Crusade is known for its aggressive and deceptive conversion tactics. Crusaders

have been known to lure students to evangelistic meetings referred to only as "leadership rallies"
and to approach people with "opinion surveys" that begin with questions about the state of the
world and end with "Have you heard about the Four Spiritual Laws?". Campus Crusade training
manuals teach people how to start seemingly innocuous conversations with victims and turn them

into so ersation agut Says i he bookie is to the vice to sured his i a 2o o
"Commitment to Christ involves the surrender of the intellect, the emotions and the will--the total
person." Once this is done, the new Christian is encouraged to read the Bible regularly and to let
Jesus control his life. [Conway 82, p. 149, pp. 204-211]

Jerry Falwell
Jerry Falwell, TV preacher on "The Old-Time Gospel Hour", runs the infamous Moral Majority
(which recently changed its name to the ironic "Liberty Foundation"). Most recently, he has
announced a new organization called the Christian Anti-Discrimination Committee. The purpose of
the organization, Falwell says, "is to get Bible-believing Christians of this country angry at those
persons who have no respect for their faith." Falwell claims the American news media "hate the
Christ we stand for" and that his organization will "put the media on their guard and put the fear of
God in their hearts"', as reported in a Chicago Tribune article by Bruce Buursma.

Although in 1984 Falwell disavowed connection with Moon's Coalition for Religious
Freedom, in 1985 he cut short a trip to South Africa in order to attend a Washington press
conference in which he and Coalition for Religious Freedom leaders urged Reagan to pardon Moon
(who served time for tax falsification and obstruction of justice). His top aide, Moral Majority vice
president Ron Godwin, left the Moral Majority to take a job with Moon's media company [Weaver
86, p. 461.

The following are some assorted quotes from Falwell:
three word was ch alaone to Time chiPreach the Word, it Cowbe re are sed osinisions the...Nowhere are we commissioned to
reform the externals. We are not told to wage wars against bootleggers, liquor stores, gamblers,
murderers, prostitutes, racketeers, prejudiced persons or institutions, or any other existing evil as
such...our only purpose on earth is to know Christ and to make him known. Believing the Bible
as 1 do, I would find it impossible to stop preaching the pure, saving gospel of Jesus Christ, and
reforms eachershine else in toding ficing cosome a practicing in civil rights

- sermon "Ministers and Marches" given March 21, 1965 [Conway 82, p. 71]
"As a matter of fact, while I believe in the separation of church and state, there are manyconstitutional attorneys who do not" and "Now, some feminists--I was reading, coming over--areadvocating censorship in the pornography field. I think it's a mistake."

- at the Copacabana in New York City, February 5, 1981 [Conway 82, p. 74]
"A few of you here today don't like the Jews. And I know why. He can make more money
accidentally than you can on purpose."

- as reported i n The New Yorker, May 18, 1981, p. 115, an article titled "A Reporter at
Large: A Disciplined, Changing Army" by Frances FitzGerald. [Conway 82, p. 168]
"I hope I will live to see the day when...we won't have any public schools. The churches will have
taken them over again and Christians will be running them. What a happy day that will be!"

-- in his book America Can Be Saved

Pat Robertson
Pat Robertson, who obviously intends to run for president in 1988 but has not yet officially
announced his candidacy, runs the Christian Broadcasting Network and is the host of the 700
Club. The following are some things he has said:

"Above all else, we need a national resolution--a constitutional amendment if
necessary--reaffirming our Judeo-Christian heritage. We must take back the religious freedom that
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the Suppeme Courthas espon, Deember 1930 [Conway 82, p. 591
We have enough votes to run the country. And when people say, 'We've had enough,' we

are g o i n g to take over. "

- reported in U.S. News & World Report, September 24, 1979 [Conway 82, p. 59]

refected the achings of Jesus Christ and he achings ori as ordea ty the Bof the country
- a booklet called "Pat Robertson: Extremist with a Baby Face" published by People for the

American Way

Donald Wildmon
Wildmon runs the National Federation for Decency, which is an organization primarily devoted tocensoring television and magazines by boycotting advertisers and picketing convenience stores.

Mel and Norma Gabler
Mel and Norma Gabler run Educational Research Analysts, which reviews textbooks. The Gablerswarn parents in national mailings that textbook content "Appears so natural, reasonable andconvincing" that they should not risk reading the textbooks themselves. Instead, they can read theGablers' "detailed reviews [that] can save countless hours of painstaking work."

Their Handbook No. 1 says such things as: "The teaching of Humanism in public schools
U.S. Constitution by teaching a elision and Along as the schools continue to teachand "As long as the schools continue to teach
ABNORMAL ATTITUDES and ALIEN THOUGHTS, we caution parents NOT to urge their
children to pursue high grades and class discussion, because the harder students work, the greatertheir chances of brainwashing."

Some of the things the Gablers object to, as reported in The First Freedom Today by RobertB. Downs and Ralph E. McCoy, are discussion of the civil rights movement and the slogan
"Freedom!" (because everyone in this country has always been free unless they were in jail),
discussion of whether computers are capable of creative thinking (because it "infers [sic] that therecan be more than one answer"), description of America as a nation of immigrants (because it
presents a derogatory view o fAmerica that does not foster patriotism), and discussion of'women's contribution to history" (because it undermines the traditional role of women).

Peter Popoff
This faith healer was caught in fraudulent activity and exposed through investigations conducted by
the Faith-Healing Investigation Project of the Committee for the Scientific Examination of Religion.
Popoff uses a small radio device in his ear to listen to transmissions from his wife about people inhis audience. His wife collects the information before the shows through casual conversation,
records the information and broadcasts it back to Popoff during the show. Popoff claims to receivethis information directly from God [Randi 86, pp. 6-71.
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APPENDIX: CHRISTIAN CRITICISM
The following are comments about previous versions of this material. These comments originallyappeared on Phoenix electronic bulletin board systems (a Christian BBS known as "The Ark" andApollo BBS) and in letters sent through conventional mail. They have been edited to correctspelling errors.
"I got hold of a copy of Lippard's Bible stuff. It is supposed to disprove the validity of the Bible.
First of all, it is taken from some atheist journal (no kidding!) and secondly, it is ignorant all the
way through, proving that whoever wrote the atheist crap is absolutely ignorant of the Bible.
Lippard has been advertising this on several BBS's. I would write him back and refute it except as
someone pointed out, he wants to believe that garbage and none so blind... It is really sad how
these fools think they are so smart and really Satan is playing them for a fool! PTL......Sue"

-- Sue Joan Widemark, 28 January 1986 4:38 A.M. (The Ark)
"I have argued, discussed or whatever you choose to call it with Lippard on several BBSes over the
last few years, and have come to a couple of conclusions as a result of those discussions. For one
thing, Jim Lippard insists on what he calls logic, or at least his version of logic, in spite of the
lact that much of scripture MUST, by its very nature, be accepted on faith, as it transcends logic,
and cannot be argued logically. I, and several others, have pointed this out to him time and timeagain, but he still insists on setting the parameters within which he will discuss anything, including
the Word of God.

He is also the complete 'know-it-all', and refuses to admit error even when he is glaringly inthe middle of it.
As a result, I have consistently refused to pursue any further discussion with him on any

subject, especially when it concerns God's Word, or Christian principles. The fact that I will not
respond to his baseless charges DOES NOT make him right! it simply makes him impossible to
argue with!"

- Paul Savage, 29 January 1986 4:47 P.M. (The Ark)

"We don't have to refute his silly arguments. They are IGNORANT. They are taken from someatheist journal. Anyone who has studied the BIBLÉ at all can see the foolishness of it."
- Sue Joan Widemark, 31 January 1986 1:58 P.M. (The Ark)

"I'm sorry Jim, but the fact remains the same and always will. Infidels will always refute whatthey don't comprehend. Faith to you is just a word to place on a sheet or a word to speak whenreferring to something. As such, your so-called facts can only be images of of your ownshallowness."
- Mike Carter, 24 February 1986 11:58 P.M. (Apollo BBS)

"Isn't it strange that the atheists, agnostics and other detractors always say something like 'don't
give me that Bible crap for an answer', when the truth they are looking for and so desperately need
in their lives is contained in the very answers they don't want to hear? What pathetic little
creatures! Their problem lies, not with the existence of God, but with their pitiful refusal to
recognize the fact that there is a force and an intelligence greater than theirs in the universe! Their
inability to accept the greater concept of the totality of God is nowhere more evident than in the
imags de ips king little so-called inconsistencies that they waste so much of their tme a

-- Paul Savage 26 February 1986 5:17 A.M. (Apollo BBS)
"Sometimes Rev, you should not tempt God. And you certainly never should challenge God in
anything. So... you challenge God? Well you have your met your match. Go ahead, call on all
your power, call on all your skill, call on all your ability, see if you can deliver yourself out of
God's hand. See if you can deliver yourself from the affliction coming your way VERY SOON!"

-- Kirby Wallace, 7 April 1986 9:07 A.M. (Apollo BBS)
"Look guy, you need to come out of it. I don't care really what you have to say, I have checked
out your philosophy. It matches word for word in some places with Anton L's Satanic Bible.
Don't tell me it does not, I have both Bibles. I can't really describe the terror in store for you. I
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wish it were not going to be so. But you, like Rev Nuke, have had your warnings. But because ofyour refusal to accept you will be judged by your own words, and by your own standards. Hell is
real! But the lake of fire worse than it. I can't help you, Jim. Only God can help you now."

- Kirby Wallace, 28 April 1986 6:33 A.M. (Apollo BBS)
"I received your little article entitled FUNDAMENTALISM IS NONSENSE today and I mustadmit you have worked hard.

Now, before I make a few comments about the content of your work let me say that I'mconvinced of your intelligence. But as your friend, let me say that I'm not impressed with yourwisdom...
Jim, you're just one in a long line of men throughout history that Satan has used to attack the

Bible...

still endur, you can keep pecking away, but long after your hammer is worn out, the anvil wil
-- Pastor Pat Shaughnessy, Northwest Community Church, 6 May 1986 (U.S. mail)

"Of course you cannot prove to yourself that Jesus Christ exists. You don't have to as you havenot been called...your pamphlet contains so much self-esteeming garbage I threw it away after
reading past the third page. It's amazing to see people put so much energy into disclaiming Christ
or the creator. It's self destructive in the extreme. Oh well, different strokes for different folks.The point is, there is no argument you can provide that I nor any Christian cannot refute accurately.But in your blind hysteria you still don't see the point. Arguing is futile."

- Mike Carter, 16 May 1986 3:36 A.M. (Apollo BBS)
"The foolish things God uses to confound the wise and man's feeble logic and philosophies(ordained by hell) will not and cannot refute God. HE IS, and always will be. Whether youbelieve it or not, and unless the Spirit of God teaches you, all your reading won't learn you
anything. Just enough to try and (I laugh!) disprove God. Foolish heathens!!! Do you think that
you can logic away your sins by denying the truths of God? Listen, Philistine!!! God loves you,
but I'm fairly certain that He won't read your stupid pamphlet."

- Slick Jones, 26 September 1986 11:54 P.M. (Stormbringer BBS)
"Thank you! Yes, thank you. Why? For renewing my faith in our lord and saviour, the Christ,Jesus.

The attack made by you was not about Fundamentalism but the Lord and Holy Scripture. Asmany have, I have many questions. As many had, I had come up with many objections in myyouth.
Thanks to seeing all the garbage in one place, the most one can come up with, of one who

says he does not believe, and any who do are...?
Thanks to the part where you say here are some 'Silly Bible Quotes' I have looked at what I

had once questioned and have now been shown just how silly your use of the scripture is. I now
revere the very words you use to try and prove it wrong, revere the very words you think proveyour view. Indeed it does prove to any child of God he is real and shows some are not wanting tobe a child of God.

I don't blame God for you! Do you?
Thank you for showing me how really mixed up I was. Thank you for showing me the besta doubter can do is prove the very existence of the Lord by a bad example.
Praise God for letting the enemy of him use words of truth to show not God in error but, the

one who attacks to be foolish to think themselves wise, they prove by their own hand, prove howlittle they know of heavenly things.
Pray s o m e day, as myself , you beg forgiveness for m o c k i n g the sacred words o f God.
The question of any search for truth? Done out of human pride, or evil tide.The words which you have no knowledge of, you used in a way to bring shame to you, &the majesty of God! My fearless Jim, you have more guts, than brains, for if there is not one whydo you have to try and destroy him? (Are you trying to be a God?)
If you think your words carry more ring of truth than mine I dare you to reprint this letter inyour next issue.
At any time you feel a spark in your heart to seek the heavenly truths please do call on me."-- Martin Eskenasy, 24 October 1986 (U.S. mail)
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